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j members went to their respective
homes resolving never again to start S !INDIANAPOL
body bui ow selves snium place tne
responsible.,.,; mue o,., own
conionnabie lp our laws,
should refuse to recognize him. denose
III- -anything the;.- - couldn't finish,
j Considerable loss resulted to a num-- i
her of citizens who had wood on or
about their premises. At one place
nearly a cord of wood was removed
TEXAS COTTON PALACE OPENS
Waco, Tex., Nov. 1. The formal
opening of the Texa3 cotton palace
and carnival attracted hundreds of
visitors to Waco today. The man-
agement has worked hard this year to
make the exposition eclipse all of Its
predecessors and as a result of their
efforts there is assembled the best
mm, submit him to a process or con
j uemn him to death.
A UNITED MEXICO
ILL OPPOSE
INVADERS
ElilONAL BAN
TO BE FOUR
ONLY
LUDLOVSTRIKERS
GIVE UP THEIR
ARMS
SCENE OF
"Foreign governments should not mix
in this oui't of thing. They should, ig
nore It completely, as may are in-
capacitated by decvu-- y, --
...lality and display of agricultural and other pro-
ducts ever seen here. The carnivalj oy common sense U.:U ...t. po.itical
and carried several blocks. O. G.
Schaeffer, who has been a victim of
the destructive boys for the past three
years, also was visited last night and
as a result considerable damage was
done at his residence. Mr. Schaefer
had planned to avoid damage last
night by the judicious use of a shot-
gun filled with salt and pepper, but
on account of business could not car
SOLDIERS ARE GREETED WITH
COURTESY WHEN THEY AR- -
FORMER PRESIDENT DIAZSAYS
FOREIGN WR WILL END
THE REBELLION
SENATE FINANCE
.
COMMITTEE
PRACTICALLY AGRESS ON
CURRENCY BILL
program Is also elaborate and provides
for daily pageants and other free en-
tertainment during the two weeks that
the exposition will continue.
'
course o; other countries."
The newspaper says It cannot be-- j
lieve in the arrangement which Fresl-- i
dent Wilson proposes, because la the
j world there are honorable men who
TWO DISTURBANCES OCCUR TO-DA-
BECAUSE OF STREET
CAR STRIKE
GOIIPERS ELAMES COMPANY
RIVE AT THE CAMP
THE ARSENAL IS SMALLIS AFTER NEW TERRITORY WILSON DOESN'T APPROVE
THINKS REDUCTION IN NUMBER
ry out his plans.
The Halloween damage last night
was nothing compared to the destruc-
tion done In former years, and the
police did good work to hold it down,
say the property owners.
NEWSPAPERS IN SISTER REPUB-
LIC DELIVER HOT SHOT AT
UNITED STATES
ELEVEN RIFLES AND A FEW BOX-E-
OF AMMUNITION MAKE
UP THE LIST
SAYS EMPLOYES ARE STUNG IN-
TO A FRENZY BY STUDIED
INSOLENCE
.WILL CAUSE MONEY
esteem decorum, wh., i.fct y their pledg-
ed word and wo aiv rtneere and
loyal. There pre iuso j.vernments,
honorable, uprigut, just aua impartial
"which guard the uonor of the coun-
try which they govern and don't be-
smirch it with mud or ruinous pas-
sions and egotistical interests simply
because iheir victim is weak and its
resources are depleted.''
A HALLOWEEN SMASH
Bay City, Mich., Nov. 1. Marvin
Luke and George Jones of Detroit
and Alexander Turpin of Saultste
Marie, were killed in an automobile
accident during the' late hours of the
Halloween celebration here early to-
day. The machine, carrying three
women and five men, was wrecked
when the driver lost control of his
steering wheel. Other members of
the party were painfully injured.
PHINvJtTQN BEATS YALE
Princeton. N. J., Nov. 1,. Prince- -
CAPITAL OF $100,000,000
WILL BE OPEN TO PUBLIC SUB
OTHER PLACEURE VISITED
TROOPS ARE DISARMING DEPU-
TIES AT BERWIND, HASTINGS
AND TABASCO "
MESSAGE EXPECTED SCON
WILSON, IT IS THOUGHT, WILL
DEFINE HIS POLICY THROUGH
SUCH A MEDIUM
London, Nov. 1. "None should for-
get that Mexico is now a very great
SCRIPTION WITH BANKS AS
UNDERWRITERS
THEY WOULDJE PEACEFUL
BUT THEY ARE NOT ALLOWED TO
DO SO, BEING CONSTANTLY
MOLESTED
Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 1. Rioting:
in the street car employes' strike,
which was started at 11 o'clock last
night, broke out anew In the busi-
ness, section this morning. Cars were
help up and trolley ropes cut Near
AUTO TRAFFIC IN
OCTOBER WAS LARGE
Washington, .Nov. 1. The tenta
tive decision of the senate committee
country and must be considered by
all as such," said General Porfirlo
Diaz today when questioned in Paris
the state house a motorman and con
ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-FOU-
PARTIES PASSED ,
THROUGH HERE
One hundred twenty-fou- r automobile
tomring parties passed through Las
ductor were taken forcibly from a
ear, 4. i
ten won the annual dual cross coun-
try' meet from Yale this morning by
ft score of 21 to, 31, the first five
men in each team to score' counting
in the total. Barnett, Prinoeton, fin-
ished first in 32 minutes and 5 sec-
onds. -
Harvard Wins Game
Cambridge, Mass., Nov. t. -H- arvard
defeated Cornell today in a pret-
ty game by the score of 23 to 6.
In the first five minutes the Crim-
son took the ball from the center of
the field to the line and there
Brlckley shot it across the bars for
a field goal. Cornell carried off one
forward pass. The visitors were
stopped in midfieid. After an ex-
change of kicks, Harvard caught a
Cornell forward ,pas3 on the visitors'
line. After six rushes Brick-le- y
carried it across the line for the
first touchdown. Storer failed to
kick goal.
Second Period The Crimson team
added seven points m tjie second pe-
riod on a touchdown by Brickley, from
which Storer kic'ted a goal. The
Trinidad, Colo., Nov. 1. Two regi-
ments of infantry, two troops of cav-
alry and a platoon of artillery under
command of Adjutant General John
Chase and under orders to seize all
arms and ammunition found, in the
hands of striking miners, visited the
Ludlow tent colony today and found
11 rifles and a few boxes of ammuni-
tion and a pop gun where a few days
ago 1,200 armed men are said to hav e
been mobilized. Cheers, songs and a
cordial welcome were accorded the
soldiers. The troops did not search
the tents. The troops this afternoon
have gone to Hastings, Tabasco, Ber-wln- d
and Delagua to disarm the depu-
ties.
A parade composed of about fifteen
hundred men, women and children
Rioting broke out anew shortly be-
fore noon. A trolley wire was torn
down and the crewa taken off two of
Vegas during last month bound either
for California or eastern points ac
for four regional banks developed con-
siderable discussion outside the com-
mittee today. Senators expressed
wide variance of opinions, and from
the White House came the intimation
that the administration feared the
radical reduction might encourage
concentration of money and credit,
which President Wilson and his ad-
visers have sought to avoid.
Senator Kern, the democratic lead-
er, discouraged a persistent report
tiiat democrats would take the bill
into caucus and make it a party meas-
ure. Senator Hoke Smith declared
.hat if the number of banks were re-
ported from the committee at four
the bill probably would be amended
in the senate.
The committee today continued its
cording to a record kept by The Optic the cars. The strikers also opened
air container valves under the cars
Bryan Gets His Head Working
Washington, Nov. 1. Secretary
Bryan, after a two days' absence cam-
paigning in New Jersey, went over the
Mexican dispatches today before leav-
ing to address Maryland voters. He
said there was no change in the sit-
uation. He conferred with President
Wilson before goin? to Rockville,
Hagerstown and Frederick, Maryland.
Message to Congress
There was discussion today in of-
ficial circles over the possibility that
the president might send a message
or make" an address to congress giv-
ing a detailed report of what has oc-
curred since he last informed con-
gress on the Mexicah situation. There
was no indication at the White House
that such was the plan. Inasmuch
as it has been said at the White
House that no communication was in-
tended to be addressed directly to the
powers and that negotiations with
the Huerta government formally have
been broken off, one inference drawn
In official circles was that the presi-
dent possibly might address himself
to congress again, foreign governments
being advised of hi3 views simultan-eopsl- y
as part of the program.
Chihuahua is Safe
Kl Paso; Tex., Nov. 1. Chihuahua
City is still in the hands of the fed
and the public garages. This record
and released the air which workedis approximately correct, although it
is possible that several more cars the brakes. The police feared many
accidents as the Tesult of this activity.may have passed through in the night
and were unnoticed, Auto traffic
about the situation. He would not,
however,' give his views in regard to
the attitude of the United States, re-
plying to a question on the subject:
"I am not going, to discuss either
the policy of the United States or the
message that President Wilson is go-
ing to read on Monday."
General Diaz said he had no present
Intention of returning to Mexico, and
added:
"I will only return to my country
in case a foreign nation attacks it,
and you may rest assured that in
such an eventuality alj, Mexico will
vi)y united in its efforts to
throw out the invaders."
The reference' made by General F
fiiio TMr" reading of a "v
by' President Wilson next " '
day crobably arises from a confusion
in the despatches issued in Europe
on tl-'- e coming announcement by the
president of the newly-planne- d policy
of the United States in regard to
Mexico. ' '!
through here in October was the Gompers Blames Intimidation
Chicago, Nov, 1. Samuel Gompers,largest ever known and the largest
for any city in the state. On an aver--of the Ludlow colony, singing "March- - president of the American Federationof Labor, declared here today that
riots connected with the street car
strike in Indianapolis are due to sys
nig Through Georgia," marched oneieacll (ja
mile south of the tents to meet Ad- - The larger part of the traffic wasjutant General John Chase in coui..headed we8tward The exact number
mand of two troops of artillery and ( carg fQr coast
a platoon of. artillery as they. , ap-jo- r of Laspoints m, west VegM
tematic efforts of the cormmiy to in
discussions of plans for capitalizing!
the regional banks. The question of
capitalization was reduced to two
amendments, vigoorusly debated, but
Tot. voted.'OE.. .'k ' "' j
cite the men to violence.
,'A 'striking employe ould not jro
into fo.i'hU hirtrh ti'HIi. .'t ,"!:" - ..v ..... J..Il.; was PS, the,cf'r..2f).-madi.ijit- s bping!1 on come 10 us 111 pea.ee auu we (occupied by people who had passed
through here during the summer and
were returning to the east. About
Senator Hitchcock presented, one
providing for total capitalization of
$100,000,000, open to public subcrip-tion- ,
but requiring the national banks
to underwrite it.
500 people occupied the 124 cars.
Although tourists passed through
erals, although a momentary attack of
the rebel troops of Pancho Villa, a
rebel leader, Is expected. This Is the
out being dogged, slurred and insult-
ed beyond human endurance," said
Mr. Gompers. "The --'ots in Indian-
apolis the company may charge to its
own policy of intimidation."
MTj Gompera is on his way
Wash., to attend the ann--
convention of the Federation of La-
bor. Fifteen members of the national
the city all during the summer, the
traffic last month excelled all predeclaration of the Mexican federal
MLLOWEtN 'PRANKS..
imw mi loss
score came in the first five minutes
and was the. restut of an intercepted
Cornell forward
.3 flowed by 20
yards' 'of straight fuaufng."Tn'"'the
middle of the second period Brickley.
tried a field goal, but failed.
Harvard added one more touchdown
in the third period on splendid run-
ning by Hardwick and Brickley. The
touchdown was made on 40 yards of
straight rushing. Harvard sent num-
erous substitutes in during this pe-
riod.
Cornell Scores
Cornell took revenge in the fourth
period with practically a substitute
team in the Crimson lineup, and drove
Harvard back across the Crimson
goal line. Barrett made the score, the
first touchdown made by any team
against Harvard this year.
Harvard defeated Cornell in a lively
cross-countr- y run today by a total
score of 51 to 55. The weather and
course conditions were excellent.
board of the organization accompanied
officials in Juarez today. These of)
flclals deny knowledge of the report
that Marcardo, commanding the fed-
eral troops In Chihuahua, has asked
President Huerta for permission to
evacuate the city. They say he is
him. He remained in this city over
the day to confer with Chicago labor-leader- s.
Several hundred strike breakers,
labor leaders reported, were sent to
still in the capital and that all his THE POLICE, HOWEVER,
PRE-
VENTED ANY SERIOUS DAM-
AGE BEING DONEtroops and commanders are loyal.
Indianapolis this afternoon from
vious records. While a number of
the travelers stopped at the local ho-
tels at night many carried their own
camp equipment and camped just out-
side the city. There were cars of all
kinds, from the Ford to the luxurious
"GO," with all the latest improve-
ments.
Among the whole 124 auto drivers
only a small percentage knocked the
New Mexico roads. The general opin-
ion was that they were equal to or
better than the Colorado highways.
The proprietors of the local garages
expect this traffic to weaken during
the remainder of the winter though an
occasional tourist will probably be
noticed each day.
greet you as friends," was the greet-
ing extended to General Chase by
John H. Lawson, who marched at the
bead of the unique procession. The
troops left here at 6:30 o'clock and
marched overland.
Many of the, men carried picks, and
the women and children carried Am-
erican flags. The formalities conclud-
ed, the entlrfl' company turned about
and moved in the direction of Ludlow
station to await the arrival of the in-
fantry from Trinidad and Walsen-burg- .
Before leaving camp a number of
rifles, numbering not over 100, and
a small quantity of ammunition were
piled in front of the tents to be
turned over to the soldiers later to-
day when 'the work of collecting arms
is begun by the soldiers. A chorus
of laughter and shouts followed when
the pile of arms was sighted by a big
crowd of curious spectators that had
gathered early today to witness the
unique proceedings.
When questioned as to whether the
pile constituted all the strikers arms,
Lawson replied by saying that no
more had been turned over to him.
The infantry from Trinidad de
To Protect Maderos
Vera Cruz, Mex., Nov. I. William
W. Canada, the United States consul A6QJJITH IS BEATEN
Edinburgh, Kngland, Nov. 1. Prehere, has received instruction fromWashington to watch for the arrival
of two brothers - of the late
mier Asquith was attacked today by
militant suffragettes armed; with. dog.
whips. He was driving In an autoPresident Francisco
' Madero , who
'
are reported to have left Tam-pic-
for Vera Cruz, where the
mobile accompanied by his daughter.
Miss Violet Asquith, and Sir JohnMexican government has issued or
ders for their arrest The consul has
not been able to discover their where
Graham, a Scotch justice of the peace..
The victims of the outrage were moret
frightened than hurt The automo-
bile was passing through the village
FLEET HITS ROLLERS
On Board United States Battleship
Wyoming, at Sea, by Wireless Tele-
graphy via Cape Race, Nov. 1. The
battleship fleet oh itsJway to Med-
iterranean ports has encountered roll-
ing seas blown up by fresh south1
westerly winds.
The vessels this morning had 1,650
miles more to steam before reaching
their first calling port, Gibraltar.
FINDS ILLUSTRATION
IN IliS Oil CLASS
abouts. ,
niirrn nr-T-
of Plean, five miles from Falkirk,
when it ran into a suffragette am-birs- h.
The "wild women." as they
rvr trrflurriiauaictiu'iut
trained at 11:10 o'clock and received PROFESSOR IS SURPRISED WHEN
IN A 'STfitEr PARADE CALEB POWERS, FORMER CON-
VICT, PLEADS GUILTY
are called here, under cover of a
shower of papers, rushed at the car
and belabored the premier and his
companions. The suffragettes
American Policy Criticised
Mexico City, Nov. 1. "The political
intrigues of the White House against
.our country have entered a period of
apparent inertia recently, President
Wilson showing himself reserved, un-
decided and expectant like one who
prepares a most telling blow," says
El Pais in an editorial article on the
situation today. It continues:
""The cable, however, In spite of its
laconicism, gives a glimpse of the
machinations of , the government at
Washington which may be summariz-
ed as follows: President Wilson has
not resolved to proceed frankly and
openly against Mexico, doubtless be-
cause he comprehends the colossal in-
justice of his cause; but he searches
for allies and accomplices in the crime
against humanity plotted in the White
House of annihilating and despoiling'
MS as in the time of Santa Ana. .To
this end tend all the efforts of the
Puritan president; and we know by
recent dispatches that an effort Is
being made to bring about a combined
diplomatic move bv at least some of
the European powers to sanction acts
which the American government may
attempt against Mexico.
"It is said that France, England
arm Germany will aid President Wil-
son in the work, either by intervention
or through Carranza, or by obliging
Provisional President Huerta to re-
nounce the high post he occupies. We
are still obliged to believe that the
friendly powers which voluntarily and
--
.openly recognized General Huerta as
provisional president of Mexico will
not aid the United States, either mor-
ally or materially, because this would
be the evidence of a flagrant contra-
diction1 at variance with all the inter;
national1 practices and the decorum
of honorable government"
iEl Pals continues:
'
"President Wilson had doubtless
tried to wheedle the European gov-
ernments Into the perfidious belief
that violation of the suffrage in Mex-
ico is notorious; that i rovisional Pres-
ident Huerta is to blame; that he can-
not now be considered by them as the
constitutional president and that those
governments are not obliged to stand
by their recognition of him. Nothing
can be more sophistical nor more un-
just than such an argument
-
"Nobody but ourselves has any
right to determine whether General
Huerta has violated the suffrage; no- -
Washington, Nov. I. Georgetown
university students told today of an
WOMEN OF NEW YORK TURN OUT
TO SHOW VOTuRS THEIR
a demonstration similar to that ac-
corded General Chase. The soldiers
marched between solid lines of strik-
ers on either side of the road tothe
tent colony where General Chase at
once entered into a conference with
John Lawson regaiding the manner
in which the arms are to be collect-
ed. Eleven rifles had been turned
NATIVES ARE OUTRAGED
Washington, Nov. 1. Unofficial re-
ports have been received here of al-
leged outrages on Bolivian natives in
the rubber country, almost parallel-
ing the Putamayo atrocities in Peru.
Following the precedent set in the
unusual incident in a class room last
night in which Dr. Holmes Conrad,
professor of law, and Caleb Powers, theNew York, Nov. i. Suffragists vi
In spite of the exr.a men who were
used on the police force last night,
considerable Halloween damage was
done all over the city. This morning
residents arose to find things consid-
erably stirred up about their homes.
The idea that on recount Of the ab-
sence of fences little damage would
be done, merely forced the "kids" to
greater efforts and they managed in
different ways to make up for the
lack of gates to steal.
The most popular form of destruc-
tion, was knocking over outhouses.
With Ions poles and other necessary
apparatus the unreasonable youths
visited all parts of the city and left
their mark wherever it was possible.
Signs were removed and placed where
the owners would look for them last.
The removing of porch furniture was
another popular form of destructive
amusement for the boys, and they left
many a residence bare of porch chairs
thai morning. .,
Oi)e gang met with grief while
stealing, porch furniture. This crowd
was composed of about ten youths of
ages between 10 and 19 years. They
approached the Cunningham residence
on Sixth street and managed to carry
away' all the porch furniture, but
while making the final getaway one
of the lads was captured by Dr. Cun-
ningham, who couldn't see the joke.
He grabbed the boy and told him to
call back his companions and return
the furniture. The boy. never exper-
ienced such a fright before in his
life and, from his pleadings to his
companions it might be thought that
he was being murdered. After con-
siderable coaxing his companions
started after the furniture, while Dr.
Cunningham, Irate and ready to ad-
minister a 'good spanking1 to each boy,
held the lad nntil all the furniture had
been returned. After this disgraceful
defeat; jthis', gang immediately! . dis-
banded and (with heavy hearts the
SIX FACE DEATH
Denver, Nov. 1. Sis persons facet!
death today by automobile accidents
last night The machine of R. v..
Boothby and M. Warfield of Cclorad
Kentucky congressman, were theGreater New York, reinforced by many
n allies, marched two ana
a half miles through the streets of
-
;. to the troops at noonGreat Britain will call on the United
Springs was caught between EnloStates to investigate and in that case
the facts will he examined by con-
sular officers and a report made to
London.
wood street cars early today and
dragged 50 feet. The two men ve-s
Dr. Conrad was denouncing pubbc
sympathy for criminals, and declared
that some, through a mistaken pub-Ji- o
sentiment, were carried to places
of power when released from prison.
"Who was that man in Kentucky
who killed another and was sent to
painfully injured. .
riENNING A WITNESS
Chicago, Nov. 1. At today's, session
of Judge Pain's court where Daniel
Donahoe and Isaac Stiefel are on trial
charged with conspiracy to defame
Clarence S. Funk, John C. Henning
made his first appearance.
An automobile containing four per
sons was struck by a switch, engine
congress?" asked the professor to ii- -. while crossing the t7nim Paci"'.
tracks at Fortieth street A. H. J Vin-
son chauffeur, and Otto Nordham,
of the passengers, were sngbtlv hnt.
The others escaped uninjured.
Brooklyn this afternoon, as a pre-
election demonstration of their
strength. Seven thousand women and
men were assigned places in the line
of march.
Headed by an exact copy of the
Liberty Bell, whose tongue is tied
fend will not be released till woman
suffrage has become general through-
out the United States, the parade
started from Grant Square. The bcsll
wa loaned by the Pennsylvania wom-
an suffrage party.
Several hundred of the women par-ader- s
were horseback. Mrs. Catt was
one of these and was surrounded by
a bevy of young women representing
the various foreign countries where
women have the vote.
Another group of girls, clad in
white, represented the states which
have given women the ballot
TO DA V IN CONGRESS
'
Washington, Nov. 1. Senate: Not
In session; meets Monday.
Banking committee continued in
legislative session, working on ad-
ministration currency hill.
House: Met at noon.
Representative Neely of the First
West Virginia district sworn in.
Several members made speeches on
the lack of a quorum.
Adjourned at 1:20 'to noon
TO E 3T F T "
lustra: 0 his point. ...
During the hush that followed Caleb
Powers, student, rose and in a clear.
voice said:
"I am that nih.n, Doctor; I was
guilty.""'1
Dr. 'Conrad' continued his lecture
and afterward made a fonni apology
to the congressman, saying he had
not known he was a member of the
class. Powers ppent eight years,
three months and three days in Ken-
tucky prisons fighting for his life, lie
was charged with complicity in the
murder of Governor On;'..-!- .
0 i
BASKETS TO BE FULL MEASUP.E
Trenton, N, J., Nov. 1. The law re-
cently enacted by the legislature
which requires that all baskets in
which fruit Vegetables, etc , are sold
must I9 of standard size and must
hold exactly what they purport to
hold. The law was passed to pre
vent the petty cheating by merchants
and peddlers and the superintendent
of weights and measures and his as-
sistants will malif etrennrvus rffort
to enforce the law strictly.
Washington, Nov
tivo Whifaere vf 0'
bin today to (Jn:iM
to pay for a l;,.;i!!!i
sue for f o i 1
i
itposes a 1 ' '
Colo'ifl (
j road win k.
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tlitis Bavin iDptic
ESTABLISHED 1879.
AMERICANS BEAT
RUSSIANS AS
iPULPIT
AND
Choir Loft
HARVESTER SUIT
SET FOR NEXT
WEEK
who has subsequently invalided, de-
clined to proceed northward and turn-
ed bach to VladlBvostock.
According to the opinion of hydro-graphe- ra
Captain Wilkitzky' decided at
any cost to come westward, even. If
he had to winter in the Kara sea. In
these circumstances he boldly moved
northward and1 made the Important
discovery of new land, which he has
reported in a laconic message to the
Published By
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
(Incorporated.) MERCHANTS
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
. M. PADGETT EDITOR CONCEPTION Adrian Rabeyroiie,
THEY ARE GETTING TRADE IN After recounting that he
BERIA THAT BELONGS TO Put Int0 St Michael for coal and be--
BIG TRUST WILL FIGHT EFFORTS
OF THE UNITED STATES
TO DISSOLVE IT
St. Paul, Nov. 1. The suit of the
United States vs. International Har-
vester company to . dissolve it, will
cause of slight damage received dur-
ing a storm, he says, "We continued
our survey as far as Cape Tcheliu-
skin, where the ice proved impractic-
able. We then went north, seeking a
passage. We discovered land extend
Entered t the postoffice at East
pastor.
First mass at 7: 00 a.m.; second mass
at 10 a. m. Sunday school In English
and Spanish at 3 P m., In Spanish at
3:30 P. m. Rosary en- benediction
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.
m.
Sunday school for English speak-
ing and Spanish speaking children
every Sunday at 1:30 p. m.
CZAR'S CITIZENS
St. Petersburg, Nov. 1. The ubi-
quitous American trader appears to
have discovered a part, at least, of
northern Siberia' and to have made it
his own. So strong a hold in fact has
uu Vrfgaa, New Merlco, for trans
jBisftion throuch the Uiited States
wails is second class matter.
he secured upon the natives of that
little known part of the world that
ONE WEEK
November 3rd to 8th
has been set aside for the opening display of the
new lines in addition to the usual assortment of the
exquisite Women's and Children's
"Merode" Underwear
This showing comprises garments in seasonable weights
and shapes, particularly adapted to the
present mode of dress.
Perfect fitting UNION -- SUITS a specialty.
To make this event of particular interest to our regular
wearers, and as an extra inducement to those who are
not yet acquainted with this brand, we have arranged a
SPECIAL OFFERINGTHIS WEEK ONLY
No. 506
fiwtv& TightsU8ual rice 50c-a- t 35c--
Same in extra sizes " " 75c. at 50c.
Union-suit- s - - " " $1.00 at 75c.
Extra sizes , - ; " " $1.35 at $1.00
This line is one of our best numbers, made of the finest
bleached White American combed cotton
in all shapes of seasonable weight.
Our salespeople will be pleased to show and give
full information about this Hand-finishe- d Under-
wear, and we cordially invite all to take advantage '
of the Week's Selling while the stock is complete
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier
rer Copy 05
One Week 16
One Month
ing over 200 miles as far as latitude
81 north, longtitude 96 east. Being
unable to get through we turned back.
On Bennet island1 we took the collec-
tion left by Baron Toll, and in that
neighborhood discovered a new is-
land "
Cape Tcheliuskin, in Siberia, is the
most northern point of the mainland
of Asia. Bennet Island is the most
northern member of the new Siberian
group, and lies about GOO miles east
from Cape.1 Tcheliuskin. The Jeanette
come on for hearing in the United
States district court here before Cir-
cuit Judges Sanborn, Hook and Smith
on next Monday. In its petition,
which was filed April 30, 1912, the
government alleges that the Interna-
tional Harvester company was organ-
ized in 1902 as a trust, in violation of
the Sherman law; that its purchase
of the plants, properties and business
of the McCormick, Deering, Piano,
Warder, Bushnell & Gleasner and Mi-
lwaukee companies created in that
company a monopoly of the business
in binders, mowers, rakes and binder
twine in the United States; and that,
On Year 0
while the American silver dollar is
taken with avidity in trade, the Rus-
sian trader who offers two Russian
roubles for the same amount of goods
is looked upon with suspicion.
Lieutenant Arbeniev of the Russian
navy, who was a member of the Rus-
sian expedition which upon Its ar-
rival at St. Michael, Alaska, a few
weeks ago, reported having found a
, Dally, by Mail
One Tear 6.00
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR-
ROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
First mass at 6:30 a. mi, third Sun-
day excepted. Second mass 8.30;
sermon In English, hymns rendered
by the children under the direction
of the Sisters or Loretto. Third mass
at 10:30 a. m., sermon In Spanish.
From 3 to 4 Sunjday school. At 4
Benediction of the' Blessed Sacra-
ment. At the New Mexico Hospital
for the Insane, mass every fourth
Sunday by the pastor.
is Montha 3.00
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
nn Year .'...12.00
1.00Wx Months in its business methods and practices
the company has increased its prices,
i Cash in Advance tor Mall Subscrip CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
Regular services every Sunday morntions.)Remit by draft, check or money or- -
to the grave injury of the farmers,
and has coerced dealers and eliminat-
ed competitors.
,
The company, in Its answer filed
August 5, 1912, admitted the pur-
chase of the harvester properties and
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday
evening at 8 o'clock In O. R. C. hall.4r. II sent otherwise
we will not
renponsitle for loss.
Specimen copies free ou appllca- -
was lost In 1881, at a point 100 miles
east of Bennet island, after drifting in
a direction for two
years. In 1884 objects believed to
have been from the wreck of the Jea-
nette were picked up on tne southwest
coast of Greenland. It was upon the
current which conveyed these relics
that Nansen relied in his expedition
with the Fram during which he achiev-
ed his farthest north in April, 1895.
The presence of land in these re-
gions was not unexpected, although
the expeditions of Nordenskiold, Nan-se- n
and Toll passed through what are
now known to be comparatively nar-
row straits without leaving any rec-
ord of any such discovery.
large body of land forming the coun-
terpart of Nova Zemlya, and enclos-
ing the Kara sea, in a book on the
work of the expedition in 1912, just
published, waxes humorous about the
American traders met with during
the voyage.
Wherever natives congregated, he
says, there stood the tell-tal- e log
cabin, whence silver dollars, Ameri-
can rifles and canned goods were dol-
ed out in return for the precious furs
In which the land abounds. The of-
fer of two roubles Instead of one sil-
ver dollar was in many cases treated
with suspicion.
Lieutenant Arbeniev argues that it
is about time the Russians took more
interest in their own lands and peo-ipl- e.
Ho records a visit paid to the
Taimyr and Waigatch, the two steam
LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
CHRISTIAN TABERNACLE
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
Rev. J. I. Imhof, pastor.
Communion and preaching 11 a.
Christian Endeavor, 6:30 p. m.
Evening services, 7:30 p. m.
m.
business of the five vendor companies
but denied that the company was or-
ganized for any unlawful purpose or
that such purchase gave it a monop-
oly in the harvester, trade, or that It
had increased prices, or that its busi-
ness methods and practices had in
11 1THE EXPIRATION OF TIMEPAID FOR
Advertisers are guaranteed the
FIRST M. E. CHURCH Cor
Eighth and National avenue. Rev.
C. Anderson, pastor.
largest dally and weekly circulation
f any newspaper tn northern New
Mexico.
" (taaVesdfLoftditvSiow
S.(emtms SonSunday school, 9:45. Morningwith sermon at 11 o'clock. Ep-- More Bottles Sold Each yearIt Is easy to understand why anincreasing number of bottles of Fo-ley's Honey and Tar Compound issold yearly. Thos. Verran, 286 Ed-
ward Street, Houghton, Mich., gives
an excellent reason when he writes:
"Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
" SonthSidePlfljaEstaUisfced 1862
TELEPHONES
Busings Office Main 2
( '"'oartment .....Main 9
SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 1, 1913.
ers of the expedition, when off Tche-liuski- n
at the end of August 1912, by
Tungunz, a chieftain styled Bobrossky,
which means beaver, who proudly
displayed a medal conferred upon him
by the president of the United States
jured the farmers or the dealers, or
its competitors, but, on the contrary,
its answer stated that Its organiza-
tion and business had been a benefit
to the farmers In improved machines
and service, and in the low prices of
the machines..
The taking of evidence on behalf
of the government began at Chicago
on September 16, 1912, before Robert
S, Taylor, examiner. The government
called witnesses at hearings held in
Chicago, New York, St Louis and St.
Paul.
On behalf of the harvester com
worth League, 6:15 p. m. Evening
worship with sermon at 7:30 o'clock.
A cordial invitation is extended to
all who have no other place of wor-
ship to attend divine ervlces at this
church.
has always proven an effective rem Weak, Inactive Kidneys Causeedy, quickly relieving tickling in thethroat, and stopping the cough withSPE1CDM for succoring the survivors of the Jea--PLACE FOB
KIDS no bad after effects. O. G. Schaefernette Arctic expedition. Much Troubleand Red Cross Drug Store. Adv. i
") i.i kid and I'm over 21 and
my middle name is Speed," once said
MEMORIM-- TO BANNERMAN
Stirling, Scotland, Nov. 1. A statueCharlie Gates. So he burned the
breeze, and he burned his life out in
lavish chunks, and yesterday his heart
t red of constantly buzzing at three
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Doug,
las avenue and Tenth street Morn-
ing worship and sermon at 11 o'clocK.
Bible study and Sunday school ses-
sion at 9:45 m. Society of Chris-
tian Endeavor at 6:30 p m.
The church extends a most hearty
Invitation to all people. Strangers
and sojourners In the city especially
welcomed. ,
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
of the late Sir Henry Campbell-Bau-nerman- ,
the liberal party leader who
represented the Stirling district in the
house of commons for many years,
was unveiled here today with impres-
sive ceremonies. Premier Asquith un-
veiled the memorial and delivered the
uhies Us natural pace, and stopped,
When he dropped like Luciter off the
pany witnesses were called at hear-
ings held at Omaha, Net).; Wichita,
Kas.; Kansas City, Sioux Falls, S. D.,
St. Paul, Minn., Pittsburgh, Pa., and
Chicago.
The taking of evidence was com-
pleted on June 27, last The record
returned to the court by the examiner
consists, with the exhibits, of 18
printed volumes of about 600 pages
each.
- This case Is believed to be a record,
Uiriaunaa tree, it is probable that
uais received some entirely new
imii.easions in the way of speed. principal
adftves
1 H l.iclx probably pleased him. After --e- - i tjRev. J. S. Moore, Rector, 716 Nationalall, this la a pretty poky old world, " I 1 M W ITO STUDY SLEEPING SICKNESSLondon, Nov. 1. Surgeon General
Sir David Bruce), accompanied by Lady
' J I I
't'ou for the boys with the rocks. ptu KID'1 and BLADDERboth in the number of witnesses exGate.' sensitive nature palled at
the c:awllng progress of regular Bruce,
sailed today from Southamp amined and in the short time taken
The influence of the alien trader?,
says the lieutenant, does not seem to
have been physically harmful to the
natives but quite the contrary so far
as the appearance of the younger gen-
eration is concerned. They have,
however, been unable to alter the in-
describably filthy habits of the Si-
berian redskins.
Th dlscoverey of the new land by
Captain Wilkitsky, the commander of
the expedition which arrived at St.
Michael, is the result of the endeavors
of the Russian government to render
commercially practicable the Northern
Sea route to the Far East. The cap-
tain is a uon of General Wilkitzky,
who died In February last, and who
was chief of the Russian hydrographic
service signed the instructions for the
survey of the northern Siberian coast
for which the present expedition was
organized.
The Taimyr and Waigatch are ice-
breakers specially built to perform
the northern voyage; from Vladlsvos-toc- k
to St. Petersburg, and are equip-
ped with wireless installations. Every
year since 1910 a section of the coast
has been surveyed and an attempt was
made to reach European waters with-
out wintering. Last year the expe-
dition was unable to reach Cape Tche-liuski-
The leader, General Sergeieff,
ton on the steamship Edinburgh Castrains, uo ho nearly always traveled in preparing the case for hearing.
Counsel representing the governtle for Cape Town, to conclude the in
avenue, East Las Vegas.
Twenty-fourt- h Sunday after Trin-
ity, Nov. 2, 1913. Octave of All
Saints.
Holy Communion, 7:30.
Sunday school, 9:45.
Holy Communion and sermon, 11.
Order of service at 11 o'clock.
Hymn 395, "Those Eternal Bowers,"
(T. Morley.)
in si e :als, and the trainmen had only
one order, "Cut 'er loose." In 1911 ment are Edwin P. Grosvenor, specialvestigations previously
made by Sir
David into the nature and origin of assistant to the attorney general ofthe speed kid became alarmed over
the United States, and' Joseph R.an infpoied leg while at Yuma, Ariz.,
and bro:.e all records getting to New
Backache, rheumatism, and all kidney and bladder disorders
are caused from weak inactive kidneys, which fail to filter out
the poisons, and keep the blood pure. The only way to
positively and permanently cure such troubles is to remove
the cause. The reason why Foley Kidney Pills are the best
medicine for kidney and bladder troubles is because they are
made wholly of those healing, strengthening and restorative
ingredients that nature needs to build up and renew these im-
portant and vital organs. See that you get Foley Kidney Pills
for your kidney and bladder troubles. They are tonic in action,
quick to give good results, and contain no harmful drugs.
RED CROSS DRUG CO O. O. SCHAEFER.
Darling; and for the defendants Judge
the eleeplngi sickness prevalent in.
Central Africa. They will travel from
Cape Town by train to Belra and from
that place they will go up the Zam-
besi and Shire rivers to Lake Nyassa.
William D. McHugh of Omaha, andYork. The distance from Chicago to
Kvrie Eleieon, Chant, Ancient John P. Wilson and Edgar A. Ban
croft of Chicago.Chant. '
Gloria Tibi, Chant (Paxton.)
Hymn 219, "Here, O My Lord," (E. CHICHESTER S PILLS
BRAND. X IDearie.)
Anthem: -- What are These That
Would Make) Them Better if They
Could
The makers of Foley Kidney Pills
know that they have absolutely thebest combination of curative and
healing medicines for kidney and
are Arrayed in White Robes?" (J.
J.adii'j Ak your Drorglst for AjUrandYTills in Kid and Uold jnctallicW
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.Take no other. Bur of your VIrucf.t. Avkfor'irM!in:8.TEBfllIAMOM ISKANU PILLS, for1
year, known as Best. Safest. Alwavi Rellibla
Stainer.)
BIRMINGHAM, ALA. P. L. Willis,
suffered greatly from asthma and
bronchitis. He writes: "I got no re-
lief until I took Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound. It entirely removed
those choking sensations, and never
failed to produce an easy and com-
fortable condition of the throat and
Hymn 408. "Jerusalem the Golden," bladder ailments and urinary irreguSfllD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
In damp, chilly weather there ia
always a large, demand, for. BAIp
LARD'S SNOW LINIMENT because
many people who know by experience
its great relieving power In rheu-
matic aches and pains, prepare to
apply it at the first twinge. Price
25c, 50o and $1.00 per bottle. Sold
by Central Drug Co. Adv.
(Le Jeune.)
Presentation of Alms, Chant, (An- -
tta3c
larities that it is possible to produce.
That is why Foley Kidney Pills are
the best medicine for the purpose
you can buy. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
on.)
lungs. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
New; York was covered in sixteen
hours and forty-nin- e minutesv which
is next to flying, but a most deliberate
gate compared to Luctferlng. That
run still is remembered by trainmen.
3ates was a good felolw in the acceptr
ed sense of the term, and he lavished
his money on attendants and the hanger-
s-on who kidded him into the belief
that he was some pumpkins. Any
flunky who did not pull down a $20
gold piece for a slight service to Gates
felt that it was not his day. Charlie
dispensed fur coats and rolls of green-
backs with open hand among the
crowds that followed him, and always
had plenty of money. He was a gold-gette- r.
Even before he fell into his
father's bis fortune, the speed kid
was making a name for himself in the
financial world.
Today ho is playing tag with the
shooting stars. Evea with our pres-
ent day appliances for scorching the
aenhyrs, this old planet is a terribly
Sursum Corda, Sanctus, (J. Cam- - Drug Store. Adv.APERFECTION Smokeless Oil Heater gives just thattouch of extra comfort you need in very cold weather.idge.)Eucharistio Hymn 225, (J. S. B.
Hodges.)
I
CAPITAL PAID INJ Snohuu I
SURPLUS
$50,000.00
Gloria in Excelsis, (Old Chant.)
Recessional 398, "Hark, Hark, My
Soul," (J. B. Dykes.)
This church is open daily for pr(-vat- e
prayer and meditation.
1100,000.00
rf ,. r r w 1It gives warmth where the ordinary heat does
not go. It
chases the chill from the breakfast-roo- m or bedroom in a
few minutes. This year's model Perfection has automatic-lockin- g
flame-spread- er (cannot smoke) rewicking made
easy. Flat font insures even heat.
Light, easy to handle, clean; durable, and at the same time
ornamental.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Comer
of Main and Sixth streets, Rev. N. B.
Green, Pastor.oiMfsh ,:noe'tor speed kids.
Em
I.
poria Gazette.
--o
m.
sermon THE CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANYat
i M Cunningham, President. U. T. llosklns. Cashier
FYanr Springer. Vlco-Presld- k S. Lewis, Ass't Cash
'
: J I A S V RG A S
Interest PaJd On Time Deposits
(Incorporated in Colorado)
Sunday school 9:45 a.
Morning worship with
11 a. m.
B. Y. P. U. at 6:30 p.
Evening worship with
AlbuquorquaSalt Lake CityDenver PuebloCheyaniM Butt Boisem.
sermon
TO BE TRIED FOR CHILD MURDER
Minneapolis, Nov. 1. A great deal
or Interest- is manifested throughout
the state in the case of Mrs. Ida
lckwold vhr-s- trial, upon the charge
of havinu, t.oisoned her daughter
at
7:30 p. m.
The church extends a cordial In
tation to the public. LAS VEGAS SAVINGS- - BANK-
CAPITAL STOCK - $30.000 00
I? V -A
THE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH,
Railroad and National Avenues.
Hours of service: :
Preaching 10:45 a. m., 7:45 p. m.
Sabbath School, 9:30 a. m.
B. Y. P. V., 6:30 p. m.
Viola, 9 years of age, Is to begin here
next Monday. In view of the fact
that Mrs. Lcc'-wol- has confessed her
crime, th against her is quite
clear am! devoid of mystery, but it
is the general opinion that in the
course of the trial Important evidence
will be obtair.ed that will throw light
upon the death of five other children
of the prisoner, who died under pe
If you are without a church home Office With the San Miguel National Bank
come! We can help you.
If you are looking for church work
come! You can help us.
culiar circumstances In the last eight
ve us. ' It will be pleaded In Mrs. Leck- - Wm. Q. HAYIHjn
H. W, KELLY I
President
Vice President
D T. HOSKIN5; Treasurer
wold's defense that she was infatuat-
ed with William Norman, a barber,
considerably younger than she and
that, if was upon his suggestion that
Mrs. T.?rlwo!d poisoned ber daughter
ami tried to poipon her husband and
h,.r oilier children.
Regulate the bowels when they fail
to move properly. HERBINE is an
admirable bowel regulator. It helps
the liver and stomach and restores a
fine feeling of strength and buoyoncy.
Pric r,o. "Sold by Central Drug Co.
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
. j
LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1913.
i tinmini infli registered in New Mexico. Either the220,000 people in Arizona have manyTO iniiM ttiii iiivimore automobiles than the 327,000 infiols the HouseIRL SUFFERED
TERRIBLY
CAMPAIGN ENDED
FOR NEW YORK
LAND OFFICE
ASSIST THE
SETTLERS
habitants of New Mexico, or they have
a way of making them register their
machines in Arizona about which
New Mexico knows nothing.
No Longer Do Women Fear The Great'
est of Ail Human Blessing.
M OFFICII
BEUGIOiJ
New Incorporaticnn
'The Gold Range Mining company,ELECTIOr
William Jenks of Albuquerque, agent,
filed incorporation papers this morn
At Regular Intervals Says
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege- - .
table Compound com-
pletely cured her.
Adrian, Texas." I take pleasure in
adding my testimonial to the great list
ing with the state corporation commis- -
slon. The capital stock is $10,000,
ADHERENTS OF CONFUCIUS ARE
WORKING IN BEHALF OF
THEIR CREED
BITTER FIGHT OF VARIOUS FAC-
TIONS CLOSES WITH RALLIES
TONIGHT
divided into $1 shares, and' the con
cern starts business with $2,000 sub
scribed. The incorporators and their
trie Attorney Whitman as the
candidate for mayor.
Should the present ticket be victori-
ous the republicans would have only
one of three officials, Controller
Frendergast. Mr. Mitchel Is, of
course, a democrat, and Mr. McAne-n-y,
candidate for president of the
board of aldermen, likewise. ,
Herman A. Metz for controller and
Joseph A. Gou'lden for president of
the board of aldermen are regarded
as strengthening factors on the demo-
cratic or Tammany ticket: On the
other hand, the fusionist ticket, ex-
cepting its head, is weakened by the
fact that the Independence league has
named its own candidates for the
two minor offices.
The results of the struggle, It is
needless to add, are far more impor-
tant to New York City and state than
the mere election of Mitchel or Mc-Cal- l.
If Tammany is defeated it will
mean that, its methods havle Wen
overwhelmed, and with the tumble
may fairly be expected to come the
downfall of its leader, Murphy. This
Is a consummation admittedly sought
by citizens represented in the fusion
movement.
holdings are as follows:' George
Stubbs, Albuquerque, 1,000 shares;
William F. Gray, Goldfield, Nev., 500
Peking, Nov. 1. In the process of
drafting a permanent constitution for
the Chinese republic the question as
to whether there is to be a recog-
nized state religion looms large at
present in the discussions at Peking.
A decided Confucian revival has
been in progress in recent months and
shares, and William P. Kohler, Toledo,
and hope that it will
be of interest to suf-
fering women. For
four years I suffered
untold agonies at
regular intervals'.Such pains and
cramps, severe chills
andsicknessat stom-
ach, then finally hem-
orrhages until I
would be nearlyblind. I had five
O., BOO shares.
It Is a Joy and comfort tri know that
those f pains and other dis-
tresses that are said to precede child-bear-ta-
may easily be avoided. No woman need
fear the slightest discomfort If she will
lortlfy herself with the n and
d remedj-- , "Jl'otlier's Friend."
This Is a most grateful, penetrating, ex-
ternal application that at once softens and
makes pliant the abdominal muscles and
ligaments. They naturally expand without
the slightest strain, and 'thai not only
banish all tendency to nervous, twitching
spells, but there Is ah entire freedom from
nausea, discomfort, sleeplessness and dread
that so often leave their Impress upon the
babe.
The occasion Is therefore one of un-
bounded, joyful anticipation, and too much
Stress can not be laid upon the remarkable
Influence which a mother's happy, pre-nat-
disposition has upon the health and for-
tunes of the generation to come.
Mother's Friend Is recommended only for
the relief and comfort of expectant mothers,
thousands of whom have used and recom-
mend It. You will find It on sale at all drug
Stores at $1.00 a bottle. Write y to tho
Bradfield Regulator Co., 130 Lamnr Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga., for a most Instructive book on
this greatest of all subjects, motherhood.
HEARD IN EAST LAS VEGAS
New York, Nov. 1. Amid a blaze
of oratorical pyrotechnics and politic-
al rallies, one of the bitterest and at
the same time one of the most im-
portant municipal campaigns in the
history of New York City tonight
reaches its climax. The candidates
and other speakers will continue on
the stump almost until the opening of
the polls next Tuesday, but for all
practical purposes the campaign may
be said to close with the big rallies
to be held tonight in every section
of the city.
How Bad Backs Have Been Made
this has found its expression in the
organization of the Confucian asso-
ciation, which includes many distinStrong" Kidney Ills Corrected ,All over East Las Vegas you hear it. guished scholars of the republic. OneDoan's Kidney Pills are keeping up
the good work. East Las Vegas peo
ple are telling about ittelling of badWhat will be the story tcid by the
hallota next Tuesday? The usual
INFORMATION WILL BE FURNISH-
ED CONCERNING UNAPPRO-
PRIATED LAUDS
Santa Fe, Nov. 1. Some interest
was manifested today in the reports
received ,by Surveyor General March
that there,are 30 or more millions of
acres of unappropriated lands in New
Mexico. Over 20 of these 30 millions
are surveyed lands. For the informa-
tion of those who may desire to look
over these lands with a view of "an-
nexing" certain tracts, the government
gives the following pointers to home
seekers:
"The following tables, based on re-
ports furnished by the district land
offices, show, by states, territories,
land districts and counties the area of
unappropriated and unreserved public
lands, surveyed and unsurveyed, and a
brief description of the character of
the vacant lands, rhe general land
office can furnish no more definite in-
formation as to the location or char-
acter of the vacant lands than is found
in said tables. Inquiries regarding the
climate and soil in any given vicinity
may be addressed to the department
of agriculture.
"A townshipi diagram, showing only
entered land in any township can be
jroeured by sending $1 to the register
and receiver of the land office for that
district. The diagram required should
be specified by township and range
number.
"While the figures in the tables may
backs made sound again. You can
believe the testimony of your, own
of the central figures of the move-
ment is Dr. Chen Huanchang, author
of the book, "The Economical Princi-
ple of Confucius and his "School,"
who has received the highest literary
honors in China and also the degree
of doctor of philosophy from Colum-
bia University, New York.
townspeople. They tell It for the benexpressions
of confidence, of course,
are emanating from the headquarters
of the various candidates and parties,
efit of you , who are suffering. If
your back aches, if you feel lame, sore
LAXATIVE FOR OLD
PF.OPLE"CASCARETS" and mlserable.if the kidneys move too With other Chinese literati, he has
been carrying on a most energeticfrequently, or passages are painful,Needs Teachers
doctors and none of them could do more
than relieve me for a time.
"I saw your advertisement in a pa-
per and decided to try Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound. I took
seven boxes of it and used two bottles
of the Sanative Wash, and I am com-
pletely cured of my trouble. When I
began taking the Compound I only
weighed ninety-si- x pounds and now I
weigh one hundred and twenty-si- x
pounds. If anyone wishes to address
me in person I will cheerfully answer
all letters, as I cannot speak too highly
of the Pinkham remedies." Miss Jes-
sie Marsh, Adrian, Texas.
Hundreds of such letters expressing
gratitude for the good Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound has accom-
plished are constantly being received,
proving the reliability of this grand old
remedy. ...
If yon want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confi-dentia- l)
Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
be opened, read nnd answered by a
woman and held in strict confidence.
scanty and off color, use Doan's Kid- -Saturnino Baca of Belen, county su campaign to Influence the members
ney Pills, the remedy that has helpedperintendent of schools of Valencia of parliament to vote in favor of inSALTS, CALOMEL, PILLS, ACT ON
BOWELS LIKE PEPPER
ACTS ON NOSTRILS
county, has . written the state educa- so many of your friends and neigh-
bors. Follow thi3 East Las Vegas citi
serting in the constitution some such
statement as follows: "Confucianismtional department that he has schools
for four more teachers than he is able zen's advice and give Doan's a chance shall become the state religion, while
to do the same for you. religious liberty shall still be accord
but as a matter of fact the situation
today is such as to render all guessing
on the results absolutely futile and
worthless.
There never has been a campaign
Kko it; there never has been a situa-tha- t
could approach it for complex-
ity and uncertainty. And there never
has been a campaign that could ex-
ceed it in genuine bitterness and vitu-
peration. '';
In its broader aspects the contest
,
does not differ from other mayoralty
fights that have taken place in New
York City in late years. It is a
straight-ou- fight for and against Tam-
many Hall a fight by Tammany to
to find in his own county.
School Enumeration Mrs. Garfield Fishburn, 417 Tenth ed to the people of China." A peti
street, East Las Vegas, N. M., says: tion to this effect has been presented
to the assembly. Following western
The school enumeration of Berna-
lillo county has been received by the
state educational department. For
Get a box now.
Most old people must give to the
bowels some regular help, else they
suffer from constipation. The condi-
tion is perfectly natural. It Is just
as natural as it is for old people to
walk slowly. For age is never so
active as youth. The muscles are
less elastic. An.d the bowels are
1913 it Is 8,861, an increase of 658 over
methods of lobbying, Dr. Chen has
interviewed practically all members
of parliament in the support of this
movement.
last year. This enumeration makes
Bernalillo county the banner school
not be absolutely correct, owing toside, where Sulzer is well known and Before the establishment of the repopulation county in the state.
. State Aid Askedliability of error in work of such mag
regain control of the city government liked by the large foreign element.
"The worth of Doan's Kidney Pills
has been fully demonstrated by their
use in our home. Besides my own ex-
perience, one other of our family has
used Doan's Kidney Pills and the re-
sults have been highly satisfactory.
We know they are fine kidney medi-
cine."
For sale by all dealers. Price BO
cents. Foster-Milbur- n Co., Buffalo,
New York, 'sole agents for the United
States. 1
Remember the name Doans and
take no other. Adv.
public, prejudice against Christianity
was great, but in the provisional connitude and the necessity of making A request for state aid in building
a school house to tne extent of $100
has been received from district No. 63,
stitution freedom of religion was proestimates of unsurveyed lands, it isbelieved that they afford a close ap-
proximation to the actual areas. The
vided for, and Christians as well as
and millions in annual patronage and Tammany realizes this and during the
a battle by the opposition, carrying last week of the campaign has bent
the fusion "banner, to overthrow the every effort to save its East side
political' organization The Tammany speakers have
mlnatlne anv American city. done their utmost to force other is--
Mohammedans, Buddhists, and TaoistaCurry county,- - and it will probably be
granted when Superintendent Alvanstatement is Intended to inform cor have had before the state at least pre
sumptive equality with Confucianists,But unlooked for developments; sues to the front to obscure the Sul-- N. White returns.School Levy
respondents and the general public
as to whether there is much or little
public land in the several land states
and territories and the land districts
L, C, Mersfelder, county superin
President Yuan Shi-k- said in a
speech before the national assembly
on April 29, 1912: "In view of thetendent of Curry county has written
muscles.
So all old people need Cascarets.
One might as well refuse to aid weak
eyes with glasses as to neglect this
gentle aid ,to weak bowels. The
bowels must be kept active. This Is
important at all" ages, but never bo
much as at fifty.
Age is not a tune tor harsh physics.
Youth may occasionally whip the
bowels " into activity. But a lash
can't be used every day. What the
bowels of the old need is a gentle
and natural tonic. One that can be
constantly used without harm. The
only such tonic is. Cascarets, and
they cost only 10 cents per box at
any drug store. They work while
you sleep. Adv.
Declare War on Colds
therein and In particular counties
matter, The fusionists, on theto",begansince the campaign havener
served to complicate the situation, other hand, have worked to keep the
The first event to upset the calcula-- j Sulzer issue In the public mind.
Hons of the political leaders was the j Edward E. McCall, the Tammany
sudden death of Mayor Gaynor who, standard bearer, needs little men-ha- d
he lived, would undoubtedly have tion. Profiting by the mistakes of
A crusade of education which almsthe state educational department, giv
"that common colds may become uning a summary of the district or local
common within the next generationlevies in Curry county. The sum-
mary is as follows; In one district
has been begun by prominent New
York1 physicians. ' Here is a list of the
"don'ts" which the doctors say will
imuiA a hs,rH fierht for as the imst the organization carefully se-- the district levy will be 7 mills; in
one it will be 8 mills; in five it will prevent the annual visitation of the
lect.ed a man who was considered not
likely to assert the independence d
by McClelian, Gaynor and
be 10 mills; in 39 districts It will be cold:
"Don't sit in a draughty car."
"Don't sleep In hot rooms."
"Don't avoid the fresh air."
15 mills, and in two it will be, 20
n independent candidate.
The removal of Mayor Gaynor from
the contest simplified the situation in
a measure arid unquestionably relieved
the mind of Tammany Hall in no
timall degree. Tammany never re-
lished the idea of Gaynor heading an
one dr two others after Tammany
had set them safely in the mayor's
religious liberty of the people, ail
religions will he regarded as being on
the same footing, and there will ie
no discrimination against any
cular one. There should toe mv-- nl
respect and avoidance of mut'"'
trust among the people irrer.r-- --
of whether they practice any parti-cua- r
religion or not, or whatever faith
they embrace, Ba that they may an
share in the enjoyment of public
peace and happiness."
Naturally enough the Christians of
the republic, now numbering almost
a million, including all branches cf
the Christian church, are not stand-
ing Idly by watching without protest
mills. This will provide for a nine
months school in almost every district
-chair.- "Don't stuff yourself at meal time.
Overeating reduces your resistance."
To which we would add when you
take a cold to get rid of it as quickly
iii the county.(
Teachers' MeetingOpinion differs as
to the strength A tight feeling in the' chest
accom-
panied by a short, dry cough, indi-
cates an inflamed condition In the
or localities.
"In many counties only a few acres
are reported as vacant, Neither the
general land office nor the local land
officers can furnish information as to
the location of such- tracts, but such
information may he obtained from the
records of the loca ?and offices,
which, when not, in official use, are
open to inspection by prospective
home seekers or their agents.
"Before entry personal inspection of
the lands should be made to ascertain
if they are suitable, and "when the
applicant is satisfied on this point en-
try can be made at the local land of-
fice In the manner prescribed by law,
under the direction of the local land
officers, who will give full informa-
tion. Should anyone desire informa-
tion in regard to vacant lands in any
district before going there for a per- -
Independent movement. With but0f John Purroy Mitchel, the fusion Great preparations are being made as possible. To accomplish that youat Albuquerque for. the entertaining oflungs To relieve it buy the
aouar
size BALLARD'S HOREHOUND SYR-
UP you get with each bottle a free
HERRICK'S RED PEPPER POROUS
will find Chamberlain's Cough Rem-
edy most excellent. Sold by all deal-
ers. Adv. '
two tickets in the field, the Tarn-- , iKt candidate for mayor. Mr. Mitcb-manyit-
have declared right along el has a clean record and his
that they felt certain of victory. bility for the office he seeks, is un-B-
no sooner was the Gaynor He has been indorsed by
shoo out of the way than the Sulzer, every element of the Tammany oppo-issu- e
bobbed up to disturb the rosy sition, even Mr. Hearst's Independ-d'-eam- s
of Leader Murphy and his1 ence league, which in previous, cam- -
NOTED POLO PLAYER WEDS
New York, Nov. 1. The small Epis the movement to establish Confu-
cianism as the state religion. A com
PLASTER for the chest, me syrup
relaxes the tightness and the plaster
draws out the inflamatlon. It is an
ideal combination for curing colds
settled in the lungs. Sold by Cen-
tral Drug Co. Adv.
copal church at Westburg, L. I., was
the scene today o.f the wedding ofpaigns has been a thorn in the side
cf the forces.
Disquieting the fusion leaders, how- -
Miss Nancy Steele and Mr. Devereux
Tammany cohorts. There are many
astute politicians who do not think
it is putting it too strongly to say Milburn, the crack polo player whoNEW LABOR LAW FOR WOMEN
Harrisburg, Pa., Nov. 1. The new
was the star of the American polo
the New Mexico Educational associa-
tion which meets there from Novem-
ber 24 to 26, Albuquerque is raising
an entertainment fund of $750, while
other committees are working on the
other details of the convention. Head-
quarters will be at the Commercial
club. A large attendance is expected,
and' many reservations for rooms are
already being made.
Arizona Automobiles
In this state automobile licenses
amount to 1,867, with aTjout a score of
dealers licenses, and 176 motorcycle
licenses. The copy of the Arizona Re-
publican received yesterday gives the
number of the last automobile num-
ber issued in that state as 3,495, or al-
most 1,000 more automobiles than are
mittee of seven has been selected and
a counter-moveme- is under way.
The duty of the committee is that cf
informing the country concerning the
various activities of the Confucian
propaganda and they are also seeing
to it that a counter-petitio- n is pre-
sented to the assembly, calling for
that Sulzer is now the real pivot of ever; is the attitude of some republi-th- e
campaign. The pro-Sulz- sen-can- They make no bones of saying
timent mostly is con-fine- to the East that they would have preferred Dis- -
labor law for women, which was pass
ed by the Pennsylvania state legisla
team in England in 1909 and one of
the most notable defenders of the
cup at the international contest in
this city a few weeks ago. The marture at its last session
and which was
approved by the governor on July 24,
soonal Inspection, he should address
the register and receiver of the prop-
er local land office, who will give full
information regarding vacant lands
and the steps necessary to he taken
in making entry.
"All vacant unappropriated lands,
nonmineral and nofisaline in charac-
ter, are subject to entry under the
homestead laws."
unconditional religious liberty and relast, went into effect today and tne"STARVING TO DEATH jecting the proposal to have a statestate labor authorities will make a
determined effort to enforce every religion for the republic. Moreover,
agitation against Confucianism orprovision of the new law. The new
law prohibits the employment of wom-
en during more than ten hours a day
riage ceremony which was witnessed
only by a small number of friends
and relatives of the couple, was fol-
lowed by a reception at Sunridge Hall,
the country residence of the bride's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Steele.
A special train from New York car-
ried a large number of guests to the
reception and the hunting set of Long
Island was well represented.
any other religion becoming an ac-
knowledged national religion is underWas Mrs. Bell, of Florida, Whea
She Began Taking Peruna. way in the Chinese press.or more than 54 hours a week. Extra Tliis protest of Chinese Christians
is not against Confucianism as such,
but simply in favor of the distinct
hours of work, not to exceed two
hours for any day and for not more
than three days in any week shall
be permitted only in case of a legal
holiday or in case the work should
be interrupted' by repairs or altera
separation of religion and politics in
thme new republic. - All that is askedPain In Back and RheumatismTorment thousands of people daily. for Is freedom of conscience forDon't be one of these sufferers when
for so little cost you can get well ridx . n
of the cause. Foley Kidney Pills be-
gin their good work from the very
first dose. They exert so direct anMl . wf.
we heard from her, December 1912,
she was still a friend of Peruna.
For other testimonials on catarrh
of the stomach, see "Ills of Life," sent
free. Address Peruna Co., Columbus,
Ohio.
The stomach and bowels are lined
with a mucous membrane. They are
therefore subject to catarrh, the same
as the nose and throat. Catarrh of
the stomach and bowels will derange
the functions of these organs. The
stomach can no longer digest food.
The food lying in the stomach, even
for a short time, without digestion.
Immediately sours. The souring pro-
duces gas and Irritation.
Food Sours In the Stomach
A portion of the undigested meal Is
absorbed into the system by the blood
vessels of the stomach. This poisons
"Yes, I was starving: to death,"
said Mrs. Emma Bell, of Fort Pierce,
Florida, Box 204, "when I began to
take Peruna. I could not eat any-
thing. If X swallowed anything it
soured on my stomach. My stomach
was very much swollen. My bowels
acted as if I had acute dysentery. I
was In great distress and pain. Three
doctors had been employed, but gave
me no relief. I was continually
growing worse.
I Was In Despair.
"In my despair I caught at every
straw. Picking up a newspaper I saw
some account of Peruna. There was
a testimonial from a woman who had
been troubled much like myself. I
concluded to try Peruna.
I Wrote to Dr. Hartman.
"At the same time I wrote to Dr.
Hartman. He pronounced my case
.it! lit
action on the kidneys and bladder
that the pain and torment of back-
ache, rheumatism and kidney trouble
is soon dispelled. O. G. Schaefer and
tions in the factory or shop. Gins
under 21 years shall not be employed
before 6 In the morning and after 9
p. m. Those 21 years of age or older
may be employed until 10 p. m. The
law also provides many regulations
tending to improve the wo.rking condi-
tions and sanitary surroundings of
the feminine workers.
A Nlaht of Terror
Taoists, Buddhists, and Mohamme-
dans, as well as for Christians, it be-
ing believed that to make Confucian-
ism a state religion will .Inevitably
mean not only a reactionary policy in-
volving a certain degree of restriction
of other religious bodies but also an
added cause of dissension and strife
in the republic. The Confucianist atf-tator-
on the other hand, believe that
to have a state religion will provide
a muth-riHPdo- d rallying point r
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.SinnyBrook
WHISKEY NEW JERSEY CLUB WOMEN MEET
!. ij ji,. ,' J lllWIIWtsW Nutley, N. J., Nov. 1. Delegates to
nearly every women's club in Newpw- - nights nrf more terrible than
ithat of a mother looking on her child
'hoking and gasping for breath dur- -
the whole system, producing a condi-
tion now known as autointoxication;
Jersey affiliated with the New Jersey
State Federation of Women's Clubs
gathered today at the Vincent Methoing an attack or croup, umuuiums
tho VimiRA to relieve u, mauj dist Episcopal church for their semi.
mothers have passed nights of terror annual meeting. The delegates were
catarrh of the stomach and bowel3.
I soon began taking Peruna. At
once I began to Improve. After tak-
ing half a bottle my stomach was so
Improved that I could eat some."
I Began to Recover.
. Then this good housewife goes on
to narrate in detail her rapid Im
Staie of Ohio, city of Toledo,
Lucas County, eb.
Frank J. Cheney makes c.i'.h f; '.
he is senior partner of the firm of
r. J Ch-n- ev & Co., doiri hi:... .
welcomed by Mrs. J. J5. Williams, hon-
orary president of the Nutley Im-
provement society, and by Mayor Ab
Every time the clock ticks, a New Name is added to Sunny
Brook's list of Life Members it gains friends every day, iadfceeps
fliem all. Sunny Brook is a safe, sane satisfying stimulant its
exquisite flavor, soft mellowness and high tonic properties have
made it the most popular beverage everywhere, North, South,East and West. v
in the City of Toh ', Pou:.'v andState- aforesaid, and that said firmraham Blum. Mrs. William T. Ropes
president of federation, responded in will pay the sum of ONB 1IUNDRI3
DOLLARS fr e'i h t'.ii; r,a:"
of catarrh lb it CiH.itot be ci -- td by f
in this situation. A little loreuiousm
will enable you to avoid all this.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is a
certain cure for croup and has never
been known to fail. Keep it at hand.
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
A. B. HEPBURN THE SPEAKER
Middlebury,' Vt, Nov.
day, in observance of the 113th
an-
niversary of the founding of the
col-
lege, was celebrated with interesting
exercises at Middlebury college today,
A. Barton Hepburn of New York, de-
livered the oration of the day.
behalf of the delegates. After tne
transaction of some routine business
luncheon was served and a number
o? addresses were delivered.
self poisoning. The fermenting, irri-
tating mass, as it passes down into
the bowels irritates the bowels, pro-
ducing sometimes a chronic diarrhea,
sometimes producing the very oppo-
site, constipation.
The average dyspepsia medicine
helps to artificially digest the food:
Even when such medicine does its
work it Is only temporary. A perma-me- nt
relief can only be expected when
the catarrh is overcome. i
Symptoms of Catarrh of the Stomach.
The symptoms of catarrh of the
stomach are: First, heartburn. Sec-
ond, food rises in throat after meals.
Third, sour stomach. Fourth, heavy
feeling after eating. Fifth, stomach
bloated, belching of gas. Sixth, pal-
pitation of heart. Seventh, poor di-
gestion, have dyspepsia. Eighth,
tongue coated light brown. Ninth,
tenderness over pit of stomach.
Tenth, cannot bear tight clothes
around waist. '
People who object to liquid medi-
cines can now obtain Peruna Tablets.
Sunny Brook keeps the nerves right, the grip tight, and theheart light. Every bottle is sealed with the Green Government
Stamp, which shows that it isgemtine, straight, natural whiskey, and
U, S. Government Standard 100 proof. Furthermore, when you
buy Sunny Brook The Pure Food Whiskey you have the guar-
antee of the Largput DistilWs of Fine, Old Whiskey in the World,
that it Is scientifically distilled and csrt'fuHy aged in the good,
old, honest Sunny brook way.
SUNNY BROOK fs now bottled with our own tmtcntcd
use of HALL'S CT.U;R'T ClYT
vkwk: j. r''"..r.
Sworn, to before me and subset --
ed in my Oas f;th C j ft
Decpuibrr, A.
(E'er.1.) A. W. CJ.: VT.
Notiry IV !.
ll.-Il'-
s
CVi-f- ih C';''. - l..-- i
ppIIv- and acta directly upr a
provement and final recovery. She
Said, "After taking two bottles, of Pe-
runa I was strong enough to stand up
to wash the dishes." When she be-
gan tailing Peruna she weighed 102
pounds. After she had taken five
bottle-- of Peruna she weighed 122
pounds. She concludes by saying
that she is well.
It Was Twelve Year Ago.
The letter from which the above
quotations were made was received
January 29, 1901. In a later letter,
written September 11, 1904, she Bays,
"I sing thu praises of Peruna far and
near. It Is used a great deal In our
vicinity. This seems to be a bad
place for ca tarrh." We have received
letters from her since, The last time
For Children There Is Nothing Better
A cnurh med:;ii;e for childr n n.u, t
help tloir courts and colds without
had n. Tts on U,, ir little stoat.Ls
and bowel. Foley's Honey and Tar
" Twister" stoppers. One twist uncorks arre-cuf- the hotta ms .
tight No Need tor Cork Scrnws.
II13 CO.
exactly fills tms neea. no uymu.-B- ,
no soiir stomach, no const i ration fol-
lows its . Stuffy colJs, Yh-o- yy
breathius, cou.hs aij croup sro a'l
auickly helped. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Ad'.
blood p.r.d in "CM surraees c. t
torn. ;d f t ts.lmor '.u!s, ' ,
V. ,T. U7 tY d CO T;
Sola by all C-- vJ ' 7r,.
'inke 11 ""s I . . ' I . ' i :
ptipation. Auv.
i Tonlciht
Tonight if you feel dull and stupid,
or bilious and constipated, take a
dee of Chamberlain's Tablets and
you will feel nil right tomorrow. For
sale by all dealers.-Ad- v.
General Distributors, N. T.Z.--
i
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Herbert Clark, Mr. and Mrs. E. J.
McWenie, Mr. and Mrs. Simon Bach-- NEW PRICES ON"I LOVE THE PICTURES," SAYSLOIS KINDT, OF LUBIN COMPANY arach, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Witten. iiWESTINGHOUSEMr. and Mrs. Arthur Ilfeld, Mr. and
Mrs. Dan Stern, Mr. and Mrs. Mau
rice Danziger, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Taichert, Mr. and Mrs. Herman Il
Normal University played during the
evening and added to the success of
the carnival.
The gymnasium was prettily decor-
ated in black and yellow and black
cats, giving an approbate setting
to the carnival scene.
Secretary Le Noir, Assistant Secre-
tary Burns and the officers of the Y.
M. C. A. are deeply indebted to Mr.
Hull, Mr. Jacoby, Mrs. O'Malley, Miss
Mossie York and all others who as-
sisted in making the affair a success.
And it certainly was a success.
feld, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Greenclay,
edibles could be purchased. These
consisted of delicious pies, doughnuts,
apples, coffee and cider of not too
hard variety. The' lobby was beauti-
fully decorated In black; and yellow.
THE FILMS, SUE THINKS, ARE
GREATEST EXPRESSERS
OF EMOTION
ALARM CLOCKS
SUNRISE.... 90cts
SPASMODIC $1X0
DIG DEN $2.50
AUTOMATIC ,..$3.00
-- AT
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rosenthal,
Mrs. C. H. Burns, Miss Mary Har IA1PSris, Miss Louise Cunningham, Miss
Lucy Clement, Miss Marie Mann, Miss
Ivan Bloom, Miss Audrey Burns, Miss
Phebe Hart, Miss Caroline Greenber- -
ger, Miss Julia Ettinger, Miss Ruth
Human bones of all varieties adorned
"Ou" said petite little Miss s the mantelpiece, leading one to
with a shrug of her shoulders 'ieve that the Y. M. C. A. boys had
acquired by many seasons in French been robbing cemeteries. Skulls
training schools, "I love the pictures, grinned from the walls, and jack o'
I see in them the greatest expression lanterns shed their hldeoua light,
of dramatics and emotion that the Entering the gymnasium one heard
god of Thespius has given to the a remarkable Jargon of sound. This
world, to express her sorrows and was caused by the efforts of the Nor- -
s, Clear Lamps 35c 8
40-watt- s, Clear Lamps 35c i
60-watt- Clear Lamps 45c
100-watt- s. Clear Lamps .... 80c
150 watts, Clear Lamps.. $1.20
There have been few events of the
kind in Las Vegas that have furnlsh-e-J
the clean, wholesome, genuine
Winters, Miss Madeline Mills, Miss
Helen Noyes, Mr. Ralph Rohrer, Mr. TAUPERichard Rudulph, Mr. O. L. Haramusement that was given by the Y.
M. C. A, carnival at so Bmall an 1grove, Mr. C. H. Wagner, Mr. Sam
Greenberger, Mr. John Harris, Mr.
Orrin Blood, Mr. Donald Hart, Mr.joys, her vicissitudes and ambitions, mal band to drown the voices
of
What Proteus was to the ancient's with "Paddy" Jacoby, Walter Burns and
his masks and many garbs, bo is the "last" Pace, who were "barking" for Cecil Boucher,
Mr. Herbert Gehring,
Mr. Lee Gerard, Mr. Frank Ettinger,
Mr. Leo Tipton, Mr. H. P. Browne
250-watt- s, Clear Lamps, $2.00
ALWAYS AT
THE ROSEHTHAL
Opposite the Y.M.C.A.
DhotoDlav with its magic film, to wo !'. various sideshows. The band, in
or thn twentieth centurv." ire of its excellent music, hnd no
Misa Kindt who has reecnth- - ioiued ol,ance with these leather-lunge- d men.
the Lubin New Mexico company, un- - The first attraction visited ny ev- -
Aar iha dirACtinn of UnmnJnn Field- - nrvhndv was "Hoian'S Alley." This
was on the order of the famous Katzen- -
Halloween Season
Was Enjoyable.
O ho! Mr. Ghost, with your raiment
of white,
Come to frighten me out of my wits
in the night:
With your eyes flaming forth like two
coals and your breath
Bearing fire that woum rare a poor
mortal to death;
With your rows of great teeth grin-
ning widely at me
And your loose-hangin- g gown flapping
under the tree !
In the orchard out there oh, I know
me. Miss Louise Cunningham, Mis3
Louise Lowry, Miss Mary Harris, Miss
Laura Lorenzen, Miss Jeanette Ward,
j Miss Lorna Johnson, Miss Amelia
Jones, Miss Marguerite Cavanaup;h,
Miss Marguerite Cluxtou. Miss May
Ross, Miss Mildred Browne, Miss Tes-- i
sie Devine, Miss Bertha papen, Miss
Rebecca Henriquez, Miss Hazel Ger-!ar-
Miss EJua Gerard, Miss Pearl
j Brown, Miss Ola Laird, Miss Hutch-
inson, Miss Hotchkins, Miss Kathei ine
I Davis, Miss Xell Crazier, Miss Mable
Bull, Miss Anne George and Miss Cor--
nelia Murray.
'
..
s .:.
i Mrs. Lucas Gives ''
ja Bridge Party
Jammer Kastle. "When one entered,
the found the floor sinking. Giving
a hurried spring to save his life, he
alighted upon another section of floor
which flew up to meet him. Mount-
ing a flight of stairs, he was sur-
prised to have his hat blown off by
some mysterious cyclone coming ap-
parently from nowhere. Entering a
dark room, he was horrified and
startled by a bloodcurdling yell let
how you're made,
And the youngsters who made you, so
I'm not afraid.
Halloween .'was a most enjoyable
season for Las Vegas, as far as the
ing, known through the film world as
"The Eelasco of the Photoplay," Is
truly a daughter of the great golden
west. Like many of the foremost of
American stars that now grace the
stage, Miss Kindt is the daughter of
one of the ccttle kings who reigned
& decade ago. She was born, in Reno,
Nevada, and after attending school in
lier native state, her father retired
and went. East, his daughter accom-
panying Mm.
The lure of the painted hills again
called the father weBt and after
months of travel Miss Kindt was en-
rolled at the Academy of the Imma-
culate Conception in San Francisco,
from which she was graduated. The
all of the stage had now been heard
and the inner soul of the girl cried
out for a career, for fame, for suc-
cess. Months of long and earnest
study finally rewarded her with a
'diploma in the speaking arts from St
Hilda's College, Calgary, Alberta,
'Canada. Courses In finishing schools
out by the wild man, whose features
were illuminated simultaneously with
the vocal demonstration by a ghastly
light. The wild man certainly looked
Miss Kingsley
is to Marry
Invitations to the wedding of Miss
Edith Kingsley to Mr. Edward H.
Rinquest which will take place Wed-
nesday, November 5, at Denver, Colo.,
have been received in Las Vegas and
have caused considerable surprise
among Miss Kingle's friends. The
wedding will occur at the home of
Miss Kingsley's parents.
Miss Kingsley is well known in Las
Veeas, having spent the larger part
of her life here. She is a graduate
of the local high school and is an
excellent musician. During the past
few years she has resided In Denver
and has been equally prominent in
musical circles there.
Mr. Rinquest is a resident of Den-
ver and is connected with a large
music house at that place. He also
is an artist in music and appears in
prominent musical circles there.
Delightful Party
For Miss Markham.
This afternoon a delightful party
was given at the J. TL York residence
when Miss Mossie York entertained
a number of her friends at a pretty
Halloween party given la honor of
Miss Iva Markham, who is spending
the winter in Las Vegas. The York
home was attractively decorated in
colors typical of this season, and
a decidedly pleasant afternoon was
spent and ended with a dainty course
luncheon served in a charming way.
Those who attended the affair were
Miss Iva Markham, Miss Emma Tam- -
usual affairs that e with this time
of the year are concerned. Therewild, all right, but in ral life he is
were many delightful parties and eacha mild mannered person, so rumor
tended to show or display the hos
Presbyterian Ladies
Entertained at Tea
The ladies of the Presbyterian
league were entertained by Mrs. E. J.
Scott and Mrs. O. C. Zingg at the
home of the latter on Tuesday after-non- .
An elaborate musical program
was. rendered after which refresh-
ments were served. The program in-
cluded two violin solos by Mrs.
Chares O'Malley, vocal selections by
Mrs. Ryman, Mrs. Mabel Hall, ac-
companist; and two piano solos by
Miss Marguerite Cluxton. There were
35 ladies present and the growing at-
tendance and increasing membership
of this society show the active inter-
est taken by the ladies of this de-
partment of the church.
V
Mrs. Hammond Hostess'
to Round Dozen Club
"The Round Dozen club met Monday
afternoon with Mrs. E. L. Hammond
at her home at a delightful session.
The afternoon was spent in various
interesting ways, and was closed by
the serving of delicious refreshments.
Present were Mrs. C. H. Schirmer,
Mrs. C. S. Losey, Mrs. L. V. Crock-
er, Mrs. C. W. Wesner, Mrs. G. A
Fleming, Mrs. W. J. Lucas, Mrs.
F. L. Myers, Mrs. C. D. Boucher and
Mrs. B. T. Mills.-
pitality of the day. Numerous small
affairs were given which proved in
runs.
Next the visitor was introduced to
the freaks. These consisted of a re-
markable collection from all parts of
the world. Everybody was "sold" by
and Mr. L. T. Swallow.
Brilliant Halloween
Luncheon at Castaneda.
One of the most brilliant affairs
that has ever taken place at the Cas-
taneda hotel occurred Thursday after-
noon when Mrs. Charles Danziger and
Mrs. Maurice Danziger were the host-
esses at a huge Halloween luncheon.
The hotel dining room was decorated
in the prevailing colors of the season,
black and yellow, and appropriate Hal-
loween favors were placed at each
plate. A six course luncheon, which
proved very delightful, was served
late in the afternoon.
Those who enjoyed this affair were
Mrs. J. H, Landau, Mrs. M. Green-
berger, Mrs. Isaac Bacharach, Mrs.
Clara Heineman. Mrs. Wolfe Mor-ant- s,
Mrs. Charles Rosenthal, Mrs.
Ben Strickfaden, Mrs. H. M. Smith,
Mrs. J. H. York, Mrs. W. N. Rosen-
thal, Mrs. Cecilio Rosenwald, Mrs.
David Bonhelm, Mrs. a. M. Adler,
Miss M. Cellers, Mrs. H C. Ilfeld,
Mrs. Simon Bacharach, Mrs. Maurice
Bendix, Mrs. Charles Greenclay, Mrs.
N. Levy, Mrs. N. L. Rosenthal, Mrs.
Herman Ilfeld, Mrs, David Winternitz,
Mrs. Dan Stern, Mrs. E. Kohn, Mrs.
Jake Stern, Mrs. I. Appel, Mrs. H. S.
Van Petten, Mrs. Carl Wertz, Mrs. L.
W. Ilfeld, Mrs. R. K. McClanakan, Mrs.
E. E. Johnson, Mrs. B. Danziger, Mrs.
Simon Hoffman, Mrs. S Kauffman,
Mrs. J. L. Tooker, Irrs. L. Stern, Mrs.
H. N. Graubarth, Mrs. B. Appel, Mrs.
E. R. Russell, Mrs. J. Graaf, Mrs. Sig-niun-d
Nahm, Mrs. . B. Kohn, Mrs.
Thomas Elwood, Mrs. George Hunker,
Mrs. F. Reuther, Mrs. Ben Lewis, Mrs.
David Rosenwald, Mrs. B. Brash, Mrs.
J. Morse, Mrs. Joseph Taichert, Mrs.
E. B. Shaw, Mrs. H. Goldstein, Miss
Caroline Greenberger, Miss Clara
Heineman, Miss Louise Daum, Miss
Mary Daum, Miss Aileen Rosenthal,
Miss Minnie Cellers, Miss X. Fried-
man, Miss Sadie Tooker, Miss Pauline
teresting.
VJ
"The Y. M- C. A. Halloween carnivalthe peepshow, which gave one a black
eye and practically nothing else. The
On Monday afternon Mrs. W. J.
Lucas entertained a number of friends
at an auction bridge party, which
proved to be a delightful affair. Fol-
lowing the game refreshments were
served. Those present were Mrs.
John S. Clark, Mrs. A. H. Whltmore,
Mrs. D. C Winters, Mrs. W. J. Mills,
Mrs. J. A. La Rue, Mrs. John Rob-Din- s,
Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds, Mrs.
Joshua Raynolds, Mrs. William
White, Mrs. J. B. McNair, Mrs. D. T.
Hoskins and Mrs. Charles Tamme.
Miss Kingsley
'4 V V
Engagement of Miss
Rosenthal Announced
Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Rosenthal an-
nounce the engagement of their
daughter, Aileen, to Mr. R. M. Less-le- r
of Philadelphia, Pa. Mr. and Mrs.
Rosenthal will be at home to their
friends Sunday, November 2.
was among the foremost affairs given
during the week, and Tanked above
the ordinary Halloween party in nov
elty and fun. The attendance was
large and every one present enjoyedFielding "discovered" the pretty lit-
-
ttirroniiA
a most pleasant ana entertaining
evening.
Miss Kindt's greatest 'ambition is,
of course, to climb to the top of the
pyramid of photoplay success and The Hard Times dance given at
the Commercial club rooms on Thursachieve a career, perpetuating the
charming individuality and peculiar,
"peeper" was covered with charcoal,
but nobody discovered this fact until
after he had had his look.
If the interior of "Hogan's Alley"
was a scream, the exit was a yell.
This consisted of an inclined plane
down which everybody was compelled
to slide. It was amusing to watch
the women gather their skirts about
them and take the leap. Most of
them would have piked the bet, but
there was no other way out.
Another attraction was the for-
tune teller's booth, where a handsome,
dark young woman told strange and
true things about the past and future.
In the basement, over which "Dad-
dy" Jacoby presided, was the "Cham
day evening was another delightful
affair and also was well attended. Theyet essential characteristic of pic-
ture personality through the medium dance, although not distinctly a Hal
of the Bilent drama. loween party, was such as far as re-
freshments are concerned.'Athletic is Miss Kindt's favorite
pleasure and recreation, being a
eplendld, horeswoman, with ability to Numerous dinner parties were given
at which from two to five guests wereswim and row, but h'er greatest pleas-
ure is in driving her little Packard
roadster.
Miss Kindt will be cast in "The
present. Throughtout all these af-
fairs decorations including witches, 3ber of Horrors." In this place many ncats, s and pumpkins Lz3Rube Sheepherder," which is now in were used extensively, and, with the
course of production and her role of pretty autumnal colors, made an im
posing appearance.
Wt
The next season will be Thanks
C300D- -
SaKirdey Night, end Mondaygiving ar-- ' although several weeks yet
mysterious things were done. The
visitors were invited into the dark
recesses of the swimming pool, which
had been emptied and furnished a
dark and spooky amphitheater. Here
a marvelous, bewitched cane did fan-
cy stunts without the aid of any hu-
man being. Ghosts walked and eyrie
shouts were heard: Everybody who
visited the "Chamber of Horrors"
thanked Mr. Jacoby for' letting them
out alive.
In this gruesome place the wild
remain bgfore this feast will be
in order, several of the society lead
a demure country maiden should
prove a splendid vehicle for the
unarming new member of Mr. Field-
ing's company,
Halloween Carnival
"Was the Real Goods
Such a wlerdness, such a fuuniness,
uch a jolliness and such a foolish-
ness pervaded and saturated the Y.
.M. C. A. carnival last night as to
luring out the true spirit of the Hal
AT BACHARACH'Sers are planning events of Interestthat,; are to take place then. -
OOD T1L1LY IWJTEB SUGGESTIOnSTacky Dance was .
the Real Goods
Levy, Miss Helen Nahm, Miss Minnie
Kohn, Miss Gertrude Kohn and Miss
C. Goldsmith.
Sorosis Holds Its
Usual Meeting.
Sorosis held its usual weekly meet-- .
ing at the residence of Mrs. Leon
Durham. Miss Emma Adlon, the
leader, gave an interesting outline of
the events narrated in the book of
Exodus.
Mrs. William Howe reaa a paper on
"Early Influences on the Life of
Moses." Mrs. Frank H. H. Roberts
gave a description of the tabernacle
of the early Hebrews. Mrs. Norman
Skinner analyzed the character of
Miriam, the sister of Moses, and read
"Miriam's Song," by Thomas Moore.
Great pleasure was given the club
by the rendition of music from the
man was fed at a late hour. That is, Without a doubt the dance given
at the Commercial club rooms Thurs-
day night, was one" of the most en
joyable affairs that have ever taken B
loween; season, which it was intended!
to typify. There was not enough
wierdness to scare anybody beyond
recovery; pot enough funnlness to
(cause more than 100 per cent mlrth;;
snot enough jolliness to do more than
remove every grouch and not enough
place there. Instead of the usual
semi-form- dance this affair was a
he was offered a hunk of raw meat,
but politely told his audience that
he never ate meat on Friday.
' In the gymnasium, the center of
the carnival grounds, numerous free
shows were given. Chief In interest
was the cartooning by Frank Hull,
who demonstrated that he has talents
both as an artlBt and a talker. A Mr.
Hull's1 attraction was. eo' popular that
BOY'S PULL DOWN
" WINTER CAPS
65c Values ;49c
75c Values. - . 58c
$1.00 Values ....... 79c
"
All WooJ
GLOYES FOE BOYS,
GIRLS AND WOMEN
65c Wool Gloves 49c
50c Wool Gloves 39c
35c Wool Gloves . v.- 28c
Golf Style i
BOY SCOUT SHOES
Offered at Reduced Prices for (he
First Time Monday Only
$3.00 Values, Sizes 2J to 6, per pair. .$2.63
$3.50 Values, Sizes 2J to 6, pr pair. . 2.85
$2.50 Values. Sizes 2J to 2, per pair. . 2 10
We Want You H Know These S!ips ,
real Informal hop. As agreed upon
by the committee in charge, this af-
fair was a Hard Times dance andfoolishness to warant having the man-
agement sent to the bughouse quite. displayed everything that might be
classed under that caption.' '.'The affair was a big, happy gather- -
Of costumes there weer many too ynumerous to describe. The gentle
men, who included all the men pres-
ent, of course, were more inclined to
5ug, where everybody present enjoyed the jam about "him .was almost
to the limit and the ceiling' penetrable. Mr. Hull is the artist
was the limit, just as it used to be who has been converting the scenery
in the wild and wooly west j of the Duncan opera house into a
The crowd was immense in its pro thing of beauty and a Joy forever to
portions. It filled the lobby, the gym- - j the theatergoers. It was he, too, who
tiaeium and the basement, where side-- ' contributed to the success of the car-
-
WQ'IEN'S SWEATERS
$t.00 Al! Wool Sweaters, Grey, Cardinal
or White, All Sizes, Each Q2.DQ
CHILDREN'S UNDERWEAR
63c Sui's, Fleeced, Boys or Girls
Each 48o
j oratorio of "Joseph." Mrs. Mabel Hall
and Mrs. Charles O'Malley played, on
paino and violin, two selections from
j the oratorio and accombanied Dr. Wil-- j
Ham Howe in two beautiful tenor
solos. A duet by Mrs. Hall and Dr.
j Howe closed the program for the day.
j 4
Halloween Party
j at Raywood Home
were conducted all during the nival, designing Hogan s Aiiey anu
look tacky than the ladies. They
would have carried off all the honors
should there have been prizes for
the best make-ups- , and as a whole
they were a most comical looking
representation of their sex.
Several of the ladies present also
wore uninue and interesting cos
the decorative scheme
Another delightful stunt was the
Dantomimic reproduction of the Lubin
ii
I
IS
M
1
n
evening.
Every body had a good time. They
wouldn't help it There was amuse-meri- t
that appealed to everybody.
The carnival spirit prevailed.
In describing the event it is Just
1Q YARDS
Good Dress Ginghams For
10YAE0S
31 In. Book Fold Percale
For 7Qo
10 YARDS
Amoskeag Outing Flannel
For QQq
Motion Picture company working oa
the films for "The Rattlesnake." The
T.akine of thf p'clure was shown In
tumes and in some instances were
aa tn besrln at the front door i resiling wuv. and the moving pic- -
equally as humorous to behold as the
gentlemen.
In the hall adjoining the lobby, a
jolly looking barrel of cider was lo-
cated, and. flanked by a huge tray of
where Byron T. Mills, In Byronlc col-"jur- later was shown, causing much
Thusday afternoon a number of the
friends of Mrs. T. J. Raywood and
Mrs. Walter Nunn were delightfully
entertained at a Halloween party.
Cards furnished entertainment during
the afternoon and later the party ad-
journed to the dining room of the
Raywood residence, which was at-
tractively decorated in Halloween
colors. A delicious luncheon was
served there. Present at this affair
were Mrs. J. R. Baker, Mrs. George
Morrison, Mrs. H. E. Spicer, Mrs.
Tar and wearing a pleasant smile, se- - amusement :. Frank Roberts and Hen-
Warner'sVictor 'The store of Quality" ndoughnuts, attracted those present af--ry ahni were the principal ai.in this clever stunt.
"Kid" Hite, in a pantomimic base- -
oarated every visitor from ten cents.
"To the right of Mr. Mills and at the
entrance to the lobby, a young man Talking K ' n f-- n f ) I f Ii Rust. Proofer each dance.The affair was one big round of Machines & J -- if I: I n r r. , d n1 ' "A -- 9) K J 1 'pleasure, and it is possible that afor sale at reasonable figures 'mil game, was li'Ccess as an en-- iV'.'.i. taken from the Fielding pro- - 'ertalner.
.cwlfDs made in I.as Veg V A lit- - Mrs, Charles O'Malley and her vio- -
' r'luT on the Christian ladies Sin sextette furnished delightful mu-jiru- v
t at a booth where Halloween 'cic. The boys' and girls' band of the
Records E.LasVegas. N.M1 Lorsetsbnilar event will be given
in the
ear future.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Clifford Plew, Miss Pearl Dougherty,
and Mrs. B. F. McGuire.
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FIVE
CLYDE COMSTOCKPERSONALS mm iiiHMii'RATTLESNAKE' TO
BE SHOWN ON KITCHEN CABINETDIED LAST WATOH US GROW liC. (Christman of Albuquerque
was a business visitor in the city to-
day.
B. Haskell of Ribera came n last T Total Resources October 31, 1912 : S135.396,MONDAY 95
night for a short business visit in the
The very latest thing in an
all Steel Sanitary
KITCHEN CABINET
Total Resources October 31, 1913.
..S307.47S.96city.
T. A. Sullivan of Kansas City, is in FIELDING'S FIRST, LAS VEGASYOUNG MAN WAS WELL KNOWN
EMPLOYE OF THE SANTA FE
RAILROAD
j Finibhed inside and out in PEOPLES DANK I RUST Co.FILM TO BE FEATURE AT' THEATERS 'Las Vegas for a several days' busi-ness visit
J. J. Biijke, a cattle man of Lamar,
naked White Enamel. OA PITAL Q114,0QQ.QQCot., arrived in Las Vegas last night Fielding's first Las Vegas picture,
"The Rattlesnake," will be shown here
Following an illness of several
weeks, Clyde L. Comstock, soji of
W. H. Comstock, died this morning
at 1 o'clock, at the aSTnta Fe hospital.
Mr. Comstock had been a patient at
for the first time on Monday night. IHucg iManagers Duncan and Browne will
show the picture at the Browne and
Photoplay theaters. A second appearthat instituption - for the past five
weeks. He was 37 years of age and
had' been a resident of this city
for the past eight years.
for a short business visit
Louis C. Ilfeld left this morning
for Santa Fe, where he will be on. bus-
iness for the next few days.
Mrs'. P. Floyd of Saronvllle, Mo.,
came In last night for a several weeks'
visit with friends in Las Vegas.
Paul Stockbridge, representative for
a Denver millinery house, was a bus-
iness visitor In Las Vegas today.
C. R. Carr of Roswell was a busi-
ness visitor in Las. Vegas today. He
is a well known architect of Roswell.
L. S. Sidner and F. J. Ward arrived
in Las Vegas last night on motor-
cycles on their way from New York
to California.
ELKS DEFEATED
BY IJ1.C.A.
TEAM
RECORDS OF THE
TEAMS PLAYING
TODAY
Mr. Comstock was born in Harmon,
111., and spent his early childhood
ADDITIONAL SOCIETY
Bright Idea Club
Holds a Meeting
The Bright Idea Bridge club met
ance of iha film will be made at both
theaters on Tuesday night. Following
is a description' of the film:
This strange and weird story will
make it a popular sensation. It sav-
ers somewhat of snake charming, but
the types are true to the Mexican
race, and although the commencement
of the play is rather terrible, the de
PRICE $45.00
i delivered in your home. $1.00
there, later moving to Kansas, and
to New Mexico in 1904. During his
residence here he was employed by
the Santa Fe Railway company as a
fireman and later as a locomotive en
yesterday with Mrs. Erie Hoke. A
delightful afternoon, ended by the
serving of delicious refreshments.nouement Is a beautiful picture of
peace and happiness.' It employs the
plcls of the clever' players of the Lu
gineer. He was a member of the
local Odd Fellows' lodge and also the
ANTLEREC FOLK CAME NEARLY
WINNING IN AN UNACCUS-
TOMED CONTEST
The Y. M. C. A. boxball team de
J. P. Van Houten of Shoemaker
PAST PERFORMANCES! OF THE
"GIANTS OF THE FOOTBALL
GRIDIRON
Following are the comparative re.r- -
B. of L. F. and E. He is survived be-
sides his father, by four brothers, two
down and $1.00 per week will
do or 10 per cent off foi cash
French Wilton Rugs
We shnw a fine line to select
from, in any size at Eastern Prices
THE ROSENTHAL
Opposite the Y. M. C. A.
bin New Mexico company.
Tony, a young Mexican, sweetheart
of Inez, finds Jose making love to
her. Hhe chides Jose, who lays In
of whom reside In this city. Pending feated the Elks' team at the Y. M. C.
"lua "i several or tne Dig college foor- -the arrival of the father no funeral
arrangements have been made.
h&ll tea'.is which clashed today unon
A. Halloween carnival last night by a
margin of 10 pins. The Elks showed
up unexpectedly well considering that
tne gnciiroir.
Record of Harvard-Cornel- l Series
1 onn tit .they had never .bowled on a boxball xaau narvara 77, Cornell, 0. 1891
comprised the entertainment at this
affair. Those present were Mrs.
Charles A. Spiess, Mrs. W. E. Con-
ner, Mrs. E. D. Raynolds, Mrs. Hal-le- tt
Raynolds, Mrs. E. J. McWenie,
Mrs. S. B. Davis, Mrs. H. w. Clark,
and Mrs. Erie Hoke.
The Altar Guild of the St. Paul's
Memorial church met with Miss
Phebe Hart this week at their regularbusiness meeting. Following the bus-
iness session a short social time was
in order during which dainty re-
freshments were served; Present
were Miss Mildred Browne, Miss
Jeanette Ward, Miss Emma Tamme,
Miss Jeanette Rlchley, Miss Marie
Mann, Miss Chella Van Pteten, Miss
alley before. There was considerable imo game. 1892 Harvard 20, CorInterest taken in the game and rook nell 14. 1893 Harvard 34. Cornel nIng was strong for both teams.A large
audience watched1 the game. -
1894 Harvard 22, Cornell 0. 1895
wait for his rival; from a high cliff
he drops a stone which renders Tony
Insensible. Jose descends and is
about to kill him with his dagger
when a huge rattlesnake strikes the
would-b- e assasln in the leg. As Tony
recovers consciousness Joe runs for
a mud hole. Without fear Tony gath-
ers up the snake, taking It to his
bosom. Following his rival he se3
him expire in agony. Jack Gordon,
an American surveyor, has met Insz
and asked her to direct him to the
mine. On they' way they hear Tony
Harvard 25, Cornell 0. 1896 Harvard
13, Cornell 4. 1897 Harvard 24, Cor
NORMAL NOTES
a . nell 5. games. 1909
came in. yesterday evening and will
be a business visitor here for the
. next few days. ;
R. R. Larkin returned to Las Vegas
yesterday afternoon from the east,
where he has been on business for
the past few weeks.
A. J. McCardle and brother, Wil-
liam McCardle of Chicago, arrived in
Las Vegas yesterday afternoon. They
will spend the winter here.
J. C. Roberts came in last night
from his home at Dallas, Tex., and
will be a business visitor in Las
Vegas for the next few days.
C. B. Shearer of Mineral Hill was
a business visitor In Las Vegas today.
' He is connected with the government
forest service at Mineral Hill.
Clarence Iden of the firm of Gross
Kelly & Co., returned this week from
a several weeks' business trip in the
east. He was accompanied by Mrs.
Iden.
Charles A. Mason and Nate Lam-Uor-
prominent sheep men of Color- -
Miss Dorothy Simpson of Denver
arrived in Las Vegas this afternoon
and will remain here. She will join
the Lubin New Mexico Motion Pic-
ture company here as an actress.
Miss Josephine Young, employed at
Wagon Mound as a teacher, in the
schools, came in this afternoon for a
short visit with relatives here.
Harvey Brown returned this after-
noon from Indiana where he has been
visiting relatives for the past few
weeks.
A party consisting of Miss Eleanor
Ted Hayward, for the Y. M." C. A.,
made the high score for the evening
with 341. The low honors went to
Wllhite of the Y. M. C, A. organiza-
tion, with 245. The official score of
the game is as follows:
Y. M. C. A. Team .
The Dramatic club probably will
Harvard 18, Cornell 0. 1910 Harvard
27, Cornell 5. 1911-191- 2 No games.
Mlnnesota-Wisonsi- n Series
present the one-ac- t play, "My Lord in
Livery," next Friday night. The club Phebe Hart and Rev. J. S. Moore.
1st 2ndlaughing hysterically and on coming
met the first of this week an decid-
ed to stage a two-ac- t play next. "Mr.
Bob" was chosen as the one most suit
JS90 Minnesota 63,
1S91 Minnesota 26,
1892 Minnesota 32,
1893 Mlnnestota 40,
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, Nov. 1. Hogs, receipts
To'l
334
336
245
up find him and the dead body of
Jose. Leaving the surveyor's assis-
tant to bury the body they proceed
ed to the members of the club, and 189 4J Wisconsin 6,
Scotty Smith 188
J. Webb 143
Wilhite 113
Krause 150
Hayward . i. 182
146
193
132
123
159
as soon as the books arrive the cast 1895 Minnesota 14,
1,500. Market steady to 5 cents low-
er. Bulk $7.507.80; heavy $7.60
7.85; packers and butchers S7.KSrra
will start working. 273
341
Mason, Romaine Fielding and Jess
Robinson arrived In Las Vegas this
afternoon. Miss Mason returned from
a short vacation in California. She
was joined by Mr. Fielding in Albu
to the mine. Tony takes the reptile s
characteristics and is anything but
human. Inez refuses to marry Tony 7.85; lights 7.407.80; pigs ?6we reel proud of the fact that
7.35.753 1529unless he kills the snake, and even Denver university took the dean's
course of study, for correspondencequerque this morning.
Mr. Robinson Cattle, receipts 300. Market steady.ado, came In last night from their! tually marries the American and they
776
Elks Team
' 1st
--- i- 154
is returning from a business visit in Prime fed steers ?8.909.50; dressedstudents, as a model for its institui have a little girl baby. Tony then
Wisconsin 0 .
Wisconsin 12.
Wisconsin 4.
Wisconsin 0.
Minnesota, 0 .
Wisconsin, 10.
Minnesota 0 .
Minnesota 0 .
Minnesota 0.
Minnesota 0.
Wisconsin 5.
Minnesota 0.
Wisconsin 0.
Wisconsin 0.
Wisconsin 0.
Minnesota 12.
Wisconsin 17.
Minnesota 0.
Wisconsin 6.
Wisconsin 0.
Wisconsin 6.
Minnesota 0.
home at Fort Morgan and will be busi-
ness visitors in Las Vegas for the Conway heef steers S7.258.75: westerntion and feel that great credit is, dueseeks revenge on the American aid
Straps - wil,.the dean for his work along this line.one night enters the house and puts
2nd
165
159
151
163
148
To'l
319
313
292
316
279
1896 Wisconsin
1897 Wisconsin
1S98 Wisconsin
1899 Wisconsin
1900 Minnesota
1901 Wisconsin
1902 Minnesota
1903 Minnesota
1904 Minnesota
1905 Wisconsin
1907 Minnesota
1908 Wisconsin
1909 Minnesota
1910 Minnesota
1911 Minnesota
1912 Wisconsin
the snalce in Gordon's bed. Jack, how
--
154
.141
.153
-- 131
39,
28,
19,
6,
18,
11,
17,
2S,
16,
17,
5,
34,
28,
6,
14,
Witten
Henriquez
McWenie
steers $6.258.50; southern steers
?5.256.65; cows $4. 25 7.25; heif-
ers $5. 50 S 9. 25; stockers and feed-
ers $5.507.60; bulls $4.50T.'r');
calves $69.50.
ever, sees Tony escaping through the The sophomores nave
'
prepared
everything for their party tonight and
it is expected to be one of the best
window and pursues him. The de-
mented one returns and finds that
Inez has put her child in the 'bed, he
Arizona.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Stearns returned
this afternoon from California where
they have been for the past two
weeks on a vaaction.
' E. L. Prence, a baker connected
with, one of the largest bakeries In
Kansas City, left this afternoon for
that place after having been a visit-
or with friends in Las Vegas for the
past few days.
Miss Gertrude Lace, Miss Julia Fox
and Mrs. N. N. Vaughn, all of East
733 iS6 1519 Sheep, receipts 5,000. Marker a--parties of the year.
The president, Frank H. H, Rob
dy. Lambs $77.85; yearlings $5.25
6; wethers ewes 44
secures the snake and kills It, after
which his reason returns. There is a
happy reunion and we see happy Tony
next few days.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Southard, fath-
er and mother of W, P. Southard, pres-
ident of the Commercial club and man-
ager of the Las Vegas Light and
Power company, arrived In Las
Vegas last night from their home in
Aztec, N. M. They will be, visitors
with their son for the next two
months. They are on their way to
California.
Fred Phillips, chief of the local fire
department, left this afternoon for To-pek-
Kan., where he will visit rela-
tives for the next two weeks. Mr.
Phillips also will inquire concerning
auto fire engines, which may be used
TODAY'S FOOTBALL
caressing Inez's child.
erts, returned Wednesday from Silver
City, where he had been on a lec-
turing tour. He has assumed the
duties of his office and will be In
town for some time.
Michigan-Syracus- e Series
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Nov. 1. Lower cable quo-
tations with a bearish state report1908 Syracuse 28, Michigan 4. 1909
Michigan 44, Syracuse 0. 1910TWO NEW CLUBSTauas, Mich., arrived in Las Vegas from Oklahoma deprived the wheat
At Chicago:
At Topeka:
Chicago vs. Illinois.
Washburn vs. Kansasthis afternoon' and will be reside ats
State Normal.We feel quite h'onored in the way
Michigan 11, Syracuse 0. 1911 Mich-
igan 6, Syracuse 6. 1912 Syracuse IS,
Michigan 7.
here for the next few months.
market today of support, and it was
declared the crop was starting with
the best prospect in years. Argentina
advices also favored the selling side.
At Manhattan: Fairmount vs. KanJudge N. B. Laughlin of Santa Fe
sas Agricultural College.
that Mr. Baker has been recognized
at Columbia and feel that the recog-
nition was well merited.
passed through Las Vegas this after
At Chicago First half: Chicago, 0;noon on his way home from Trinidad, The opening, which showed a loss ofAt St. Louis: St. Louis vs. Tulane.At Columbia, Mo: Missouri vs. Rol- - Illinois, 1 to Vz cent, was followed by
Indianapolis, Nov. 1. Baltimore,
Buffalo, Philadelphia and Milwaukee
will ask for places in the circuit of
the Federal Baseball league whea the
directors of the organization open
their two days' session here today.
Baltimore, it Is said, has raised a
guarantee of $25,000, has secured de-
sirable grounds for a park and prac-
tically is assured of being one of the
two towns to be taken into the
league.
la Mines.The Phiiomathean society met Wed At Des Moines Second quarter: an additional setback. The close was
weak,' to under last night.
At New Haven: Yale' vs. Colgate.
At Ann Arbor: Michigan vs. Syra
in this city soon.
Frank E. Hull, formerly employed
by the Lubin New Mexico Motion Pic-
ture company here, left this afternoon
for Denver where he will join a big
minstrel show. Mr Hull, in addition
to being a scenic artist, Is also a ca-
pable minstrel man and a clever actor.
Drake, 20; Washington, 10.
At Columbus Second period: Ohio
State, 6; Indiana, 0.
nesday morning and elected Incum-
bents for the offices left vacant by
the boys withdrawing from that so
where he has been on business for
the past few days. '
Roy Gatewood, chief civil engineer
for this division of the Santa Fe Rail-
way company, left this afternoon for
California where he will be on a vaca-
tion for several months.
Free selling on account of the
weather made the corn market weak.At Ann Arbor First period : Michi
cuse.
At Cambridge: : Harvard vs. Cor-
nell.
At Amherst: Amherst vs.
ciety a few weeks ago. After the
business meeting Miss May Ross read
for the society. The reading was en
gan, 14; Syracuse, 0.
At Madison Third period: Wiscon
sin, 3; Minnesota, 0.joyable and the eocietv hopes that
Prices opened to off, rallied a
little and then sank lower than be-
fore. The close was weak at a net
loss of to . j
Oats developed heaviness in conse-
quence of the downturn by other
grain.
First sales of provisions varied from
she will read often for its benefit.
Miss May Ross read the first act
At West Point: Army vs. Notre
Dame.
At Madison: Minnesota vs.- "Wi-
sconsin.
At Annapolis: Navy vs. Lehigh.Young PMl A Maker of HealthA good honest medicine like FoleyKidney Pills gives health to manynan of "A Rose of Plymouth Town" atthe regular chapel period Monday
morning. The students greatly enjoy last night's level to 5 cent declinefamilies. Mrs. O. Palmer, 635 Willow but the market afterwards seemedAt Philadelphia: Pennsylvania vs,
Pennsylvania State.ed the reading and hope that she will
favor lis with another soon. disposed to become more steady. The
closing quotations were as follows:At Princeton: Princeton vs. Holy
St., Green Bay, Wis., was seriously
ill with kidney, and bladder trouble.
Mr. Palmer writes: "My wife is
rapidly recovering her health and
strength due solely to the use of Fo-
ley Kidney pills." O. G. Schaefer
nad Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Cross.
At Ames: Ames vs. Nebraska.The Trigonlan Literary society met
Wednesday morning and after a short
Are you skeptical about your clothes? Do you care for style
and snap, which brings, out the Individuality of man, or are
you satisfied with just clothes? Good clothes ofjjjjthe minute,
with the snap and taste of careful dressers, have'won-man- y a
At Washington: Carlisle vs. Georgebusiness meeting held a debate on the
Wheat, Dec. 85; May 90.
Corn, Dec. 69; May 70.
Oats, Dec. 38; May 42.
Pork, Jan. $20.05; May $20.10.
Lard, ffan. $10.65; May $10.82.
Ribs, Jan. $10.65; May $10.80.
town.
At Columbus Ohio vs. Indiana.
positions and caused people to notice you. Don'tman good At Boulder: Colorado vs. Colorado
subject, "Resolved, That the trend of
affairs In Mexico necessitates inter-
vention by the United States." Leroy
Brown and Frank Condon attempted'
A G01JFESSI0IICollege.Wear the clothes which make yoube backward on style,
what you are. At Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College vs. Colorado Schoolto prove the affirmative side of thequestion, while Howard Peterson and
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Ijlew,, York, Nov. l. The market
closed steady. Operations In stocksof Mines. Hope$ Her Statement, Made PulUc,
wiH Help O&er Women.At
Des Moines: Washington vs.
Frank Roberts on the negative suc-
ceeded in convincing the Judges that Drake.the trend 6t kffairb did not necessiiGlothes tate intervention. The debate was enoeiety! oran " The Results ',"At Cambridge Final: Harvard, 23;
today threw little light on the Imme-
diate course of prices. Business was
of an unusually restricted character,
even for a Saturday session, and
many of the ordinarily active speeu-lative'stoc-
were not traded In.
The" tone of the market was waver-
ing for a time, but confidence in tha
joyed by the members of the society
and considering it was ths first of
the term was a very good' one. Cornell,
6.
'tHines, Ala. "I must confess",' savsMrs. Eula Mae Reid, of this place, "thatCardui, the woman's tonic, has done me
a great deal of good.
Before I commenced using Cardui, I
would spit up everything I ate. I had a
tired, sleepy feeling all the time, and was
At Pittsburgh Final: Bucknell, 9;
University of Pittsburgh, 0.The tennis tournament was won by
long side soon asserted Itself and theMiss Sally Ackerman and Edwin Ros
enthal last Saturday morning when
recognized as the best the world over, designed and made
especially for the young man, with the style and snap that
does all that can be given good clothes. We have them in
blue, brown and tlu new shades of gray and black and white
mixture, all woo), strictly hand tailored, guaranteedto give
perfect satisfaction or a new Suit, at
uicyuim. i tuuiu naraiy arae around,and would have severe headaches con-
tinuously.
Since taking Cardui, I have entirely
quit spitting up what I eat. Everything
seems to digest all rifiht, and I have
list more than regained the small Ini-
tial declines. Speculative conditions
were virtually the same as which had
obtained throughout the week. Trad- -
they defeated Frank Roberts and Miss
Sadie Tooker. There is another tour-
nament on this week, but the boys
At Princeton Final: Princeton, 54;
Holy Cross, 0.
At Philadelphia Final: University
of Pennsylvania, 17; Pennsylvania
State college, 0.
At New Haven Final: Colgate, 16;
Yale, 6.
At Lansing, Mich. Final: Mich-ga- n
Agricultural college, 41; Buch- -
and girls have divided and as a re
sult only boys are playing on one
court while the girls are playing on
the other.
gdinea iu pounds in weight."
If you are a victim of any of the numer-
ous ills so common to your sex, it is
wrong to suffer.
For half a century, Cardui has been re-
lieving just such iiis, as is proven by the
thousands of letters, similar to the above,
which pour into our otiice, year by year.
tefll, 0.USD'- OJj)aliI At Washington Final: Carlisle, 34;Georgetown, 0.COLUMBIANS TO MEET
The Knigius of Columbus will hold
era were reluctant to taice on new
lines until the market returned to a
normal basis. The last galea were as
follows:
Amalgamated Copper ''I'll
Sugar, bid 307
Atchison 4 f ,
Northern Pacific, bid l'"
Reading 3" 1
Southern Pacifio i-
Union Pacific -
United Steel r
United States Steel, iM : ;
an Important meeting tomorrow afterEVtiN THOUGH YOU DON'T BUY, COflE IN AND LOOK noon at 2:30 o'clock In the O. R. C.
hall. Ail members are requested to
be present.
At Amherst Final : Dartmouth, 21;
Amherst, 7.
At AnnapolisFinal: Navy, 39;
IveMgh, 0,
Atj ,8(1 Louis First period: St.
Louis, 6; Tulane, 0.
At Ames Second quarter: Ames,
9 ; Nebraska, 6.
At West Point Second period:
Army, 13; Notre Dame, 14.
cardui is successful because it is com-
posed of ingredients which act specifically
on the womanly constitution, and helpsbuild tne weakened organs back to health,
and strength.
Cardui has helped others, and will fid a
you, too. Get a bottle todav. You
won t regret it Your druggist sells it.
Writr to: Chatimnocvt Medicine Co. laili,-- s Al-- vf
Dept., Ciattamx.sa. Tenn., for friftud In.$ruc!imt en your case ini bok, "Hmrreaitoiit for Women," nt In p;in"wrDtr. NCto)
Taichert has your overcoat. Adv.Shoes ClothingFurnishingsthing Co.
WAN cotton tSubscribe for The Optic. Optic cm
LAS VEGA DAILY OPTIC SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1313.
'the land claimed by J. M. Aragon;NOTICE OF PUBLICATION VERY SEVERE ?5he LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFF
HORT ORDERS AND Re GULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAJWHI.K f.WAYK HANDUCn
?5he OPTIC
SOCIETY DIRECTORY
COLUM
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
)0 ;,j.ebt every Monday night .at '
0. R. C hall, ou Douglas avenue ai
8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor
dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Presi-
dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C EL
Bally, Treasurer
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &
f A. M. Regular com- -jp munication first and
' thJrd Thursday in
sach month. YUitinijVy brtherg cordially ln--ltd. Wm. P. Mills,
w-
- M
' a 8 - Van Petten, Secretary.
SB
corner; TRACT NO. 13N. From the
northwest corner Just described,
thence N. 69 dog. 01 min. W., 619
feet to the northwest corner of this
tract now described; thence S. 24
deg. 33 min. W. 2967 feet to the
center of the Sapello River; thence
S. 69 deg. E. 206 feet; thence N.
24 deg. 33 min. E. 2967 feet to the
fence of Placita Ranch Co.; thence
N. 69 deg. 01 min. W. 206 feet to
the northwest corner. TRACTS NOS.
15N AND 15S: From the north-we.s- t.
corner just described, thence
N. 67 deg. 02 min. W. 255 feet to
the Northeast corner of this tract be-
ing described; thence continuing
along the fence line of Placita Ranch
Co., No. 67 deg. 02 min. W. 1129 feet;
thence N. 64 deg. 00 min. W. 1800
feet; thence N. 66 deg. 27 min. W.
1274 feet to the northwest corner,
which point is marked by a sand-
stone monument marked "H";
thence S. 23 deg. 15 min. W. 1750
feet to the center of the Sapello
River; thence S. 58 deg. 45 ' min.
E. 380 feet along center line of said
river; thence S. 23 deg. 18 min.
W. 4025 feet to the north boundary
of the land of Panora Land Co.;
thence along said north boundary
duo east 2990 feet; south 660 feet;
east 774 feet to a monument; thence
N. 20 deg. 25 min. E. 764 feet to
the fence of Diego Trujillo; thence
along said fence N. 75 deg. 67 min.
W. 143 feet; N. 25 deg. 45 mm. E.
315 feet; N. 43 deg. 20 min. W.
thence along said fence S. 69 deg.
12 min. E. 150 feet; thence S. 64
deg. 23 min. E. 821 feet to the
Northwest corner of tract No. 3N;
thence S. 24 deg. W. 2300 feet to
the center of the Sapello River;
thence down said river S. 64 deg.
43 min. E. ISO feet to the point of
intersection of the East line of land
claimed by Santiago Aragon and
the center of said river; thence
along said line S. 24 deg. W. 2640
feet; thence S. 76 deg. 15 min. E.
G10 feet; thence N. 24 deg. 10 min.
E. 4S40 feet to the fence line of
Placita Ranch Co.; thenee along
said fence line S. 64 deg. 23 min.
E. 1357 feet; thence S. 64 deg. 37
min. E. 1283 feet to the Northwest
corner of Tract No. 2N; thence S. 20
deg. 40 min. W. 1660 feet to the
center of the Sapello River; thence
S. 22 deg. 30 min. W. 3813 feet;
thence E. 1838 feet; thence N. 21
deg. 29 min. E. '3241 feet to the
center of the Sapello River; thence
N. 22 deg. 40 min. E. 1900 feet to
the fence line of Placita Ranch
Co.; thence along said fence S. 83
deg. 40 min. E. 390 feet; thence S.
82 deg. 38 min. E. 315 feet to the
Northwest corner of Tract No. IN;
thence S. 20 deg. W. 2290 feet to
the center of the Sapello River;
thence along said center line S. 82
deg. 3S min. E. 275 feet; thence N.
20 deg. E. 2290 feet to the fence
LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, LOCAL TIME CARD
(No. 7551)
4is the District Court for the Fourth
Judicial District of the State of
New Mexico, sitting within and
for the County of San Miguel.
Isabel K. Hand, Plaintiff,
versus
Tha Placita Ranch Com-
pany; James D. Hand;
The Town of Las Vegas;
Board of Trustees Of the
Town of Las Vegas; The
Union Land and Grazing
Company; Paul Butler;
Blanche Butler Ames;
Charles C. Catron; and
Unknown Claimants of In-
terests in the Premises Ad-
verse to the Plaintiff, De-
fendants.
(Said premises being the
Jand and real estate des-
cribed in the complaint
in this action.)
To Paul Butler; to Blanche Butler
Ames; to the Town of Las Vegas;
and to Unknown Claimants of Inter-
ests In the Premises Adverse to the
Plaintiff, (said premises being the
land and real estate described In the
complaint in this action), being cer-
tain of the defendants in the above
entitled cause:
You and each of you are hereby
notified that an action or suit to quiet
title has been commenced against
you and each of you, together with
o'her defendants, In the above entitl-
ed District Court, said cause or ac
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER-
TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines All advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
The Reformer The only way to
cope with bigamy la
The Henpecked Man To make each
bigamist live with hi wives and
V ilar conclave nr. 4 Tua- -47 in each month at Ma-on- le
Tempia at 7
.it 9. m. o hKlnkeL B. C; Cha. Tamma,
FELINE
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
Eas; Kcund
Arrive Depan
No. 2 ..'! a':J( in :H p. m
No.
..HiU.i p. ui....U:0o p. a
No ... 2: Co ... ui 2:li) u
No. Ii ... 1:45 p. ut .. 2:10 1 11
' Wesi cound
Uepan
No. i .... i '20 p. tu . , . 1 :45 p. i
No. u:Hi a. 111.... 6:15 a o
No, 7 p 111 4:30 p.
No. n..,:. o ::',;) p n, - . 7:00 p.
ttok.s 1: a
HUNKER & HUNKcK
i .
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. h.
B. Hubbard. H. p.; w o
;tVv Blood, Secretary.
' O. O. F. LA8 VEGAS LODGE NC
1. Meets every Mondav evening niOPTICfc NUMi?e, MAI their hall on Sixth street. All vlbtink
line of Placita Ranch Co.; thence
S 82 dee. 38 min. E. 1003 feet
brethren cordially invited to attend
F. D. Fries, N. G.: Gus Lehman. V n138 feet to a fence corner; thence WantedN. 24 deg. 33 min. E. 900 feet to George A. Hunker. Chester A. HunKejAttorneys-at-La-
Las Vegas. New Mexi
T. M. El wood. Secretary, Karl Wemto a fence
cor-then-
following
tion being entitled and numbered on j along said fence
tli docket of said court as above set' nor and gate; the center of the Sapello River; treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemewn
Trustee.SALESMEN making small tpwns,
whole time or side line; should car-
ry, our fast selling pocket side line.
Special sales plan allowing return
a fence line S. 10 deg. 06 min. W.
4070 feet; thence S. 32 deg. 02
min. W. 200 feet; thence S. 8 deg.
36 min. W. 261 feet; thence S. 70
lorth; that the general objects of
said action- and the nature of the re-
lief prayed for are as follows: That
all unknown persons who claim any
thence S. 54 deg. 15 min. E.. 145
feet; thence N. 26 deg. 10 min. E.
2945 feet to the Northeast corner.
TRACTS NOS. 16N AND 16S: From
the Northwest corner of tract 15N
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
of unsold goods. Makes quick easy
sales. $4.00 commission on eachwhich point Is marked with a sand For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
Douglas avenue. Visiilng brothers
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon.
Secretary.
stone monument as described order. Something entirely new
Gladys When people go to the
country they leave tbe cats behind.
Marion Then where do all those on
the hotel piazza come from?
thence N. 70 deg. W. 11,615 feet to White for outfit today. Canfieid
Mfg. Co., 208 Sigel St., Chicago, 111the place of beginning; thence N.
40 deg. 14 min.. E. 1683 feet; xSilver Spoon
DRESSMAKING and plain sewing.POOR, MANthence S. 45 deg. 50 min. E. 1050
feet; thence S. 40 deg. 14 min. W.
interest or title adverse to the plain-
tiff in the land and real estate des-
cribed in the complaint in this action,
being the same land and real estate
hereinafter described, may te made
parties defendant in said action In the
name and style of "Unknown Claim-
ants of Interest in the Premises Ad-
verse tp the Plaintiff," as above set
forth; that the said plaintiff's title
and estate in the land and real es-
tate described in the complaint In
said action and hereinafter described,
may be established against the ad
614 Twelfth street.
deg. 41 min. E. 409 feet; thence
S. 13 deg. 49 mtn. W. 648 feet;
thence N. 80 deg. 10 min. W. 400
feet; thence S. 1 deg. 11 min. E.
1804 feet to the point of inter-
section of the fence line with the
South line of Sec. 5. T. 17 N. R.
17 E.; thence along said South line
E. 1623 feet to the Southeast corner
of Sec. 5; thence along the South
line of Seo. 4 E. 450 feet to the
point of Intersection of said section
line and the western boundary of a
tract owned by Ten Lakes Land Co.,
formerly of Wm. Frank; thence along
1683 feet; thence N. 45 deg. 50 min
-i-fyou use
EMPRESS
FLOUR
W. 750 feet: thence S. 27 deg. 15 for Saimin. W. 1590 feet; thence N. 45 deg.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
90S Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
50 min. W. 300 feet; thence N.
27 deg. 15 min. E. 1590 feet to the FOR SALE Seven room house. Miss
place of beginning; the last above RIchley, 508 Main. Phone Main 416, It ' giving youdescribed tracts contain an area ofverse claims of the said defendants
a present for doand each of them, Including your 605.4 acres, more or less.
Also 20 lots in the town of Em
FOR pure apple cider and good ap-
ples phone Olive 5621. Prices right, ing somethingselves, and that the defendants In
plazado as shown upon said map. you 'd do any
said western boundary N. 10 deg. 58
min. W. 1380 feet; thence S. 84 deg.
43 min. W. 360 feet; thence N. 10
deg. E8 min. W. 1148 feet; thence
N. 84 deg. 43 min. E. 360 feet;
thence N. 10 deg. 58 min. W. 684
said cause and each and everyone of
them may be barred and forever es containing an aggregate of 5.4 acres, FOR SALE SPECIAL BARGAIN IF
Also fi lots in the Plaza de los Gal-- TAKEN AT ONCE Goodtopped from having or claiming any
"right, title or interest in or to the legos as shown upon said map.
way ' when you
learn how Much
BetferEMPRESS
frame house on three deep lots;
containing an aggregate of 4,2 acres.feet to the center of the Sapello barn, chicken house, fruit and shadesaid described land, real estate and 1more or less.River: thence along said centerpremises or any part thereof adverse FLOUR really is.trees; well located; a good h"ne,INBESTMENT & AGENCY COR.
PORATION
to said plaintiff, and that said plain The map or plat hereinbefore
mentioned and referred to is on file
in the above entitle cause marked,
line due East 460 feet; thence S.
10 deg. 5S min. E. 3212 feet to the
Southeast corner of the land of Ten
tiffs title thereto and estate therein
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second an.
fourth Thursday evening eac!
month at. W. O. W. hall. Visltin.
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54'
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue
day of the month in the vestry roomi
of Temple Montefiore at. 8 o'clock p
m. Visiting brothers are cordially iL
vited. . Isaac Appel, President; Charle--i
Greenclay, Secretary.
Made by GER-
MAN PROCESS
FOR SALE Fine fresh milch cow.Lakes Land Co., which corner Is on "Plat showing lands of Isabel R.
Hand near Los AlamOs, N. M. V.
K. .Tones, Sept. 1913." and en
William Harper.the South line of Sec. 4; thence
Henderson Wouldn't you like to be
rich enough to do what you pleased?
Henpeck No, I'd rather be rich
enough to do what my wife pleased.
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE STAMPS
along said south line of Sec. 4, E. 1
dorsed, "Plaintiff's Exhibit A",4370 feet to the place of beginning, Far n&ntcontaining 2760.4 acres more or CIBRINGS YOU THE
SPOON IT 'Sless; Excepting from the lands VANITY UNKNOWN GENUINE WM.just described, the following tracts FOR RENT Desirable front room In
which are ' shown upon the map
be forever quieted and set at rest,
and for general relief:
The said land, real estate and
premises hereinbefore referred to are
smore particularly described aB fol-- .
lows, t:
Those certain tracts or parcels of
land and real estate situate, lying
and being In the county of San
Miguel,, In the state of New Mexico,
and better described as follows, to-wl- tr
Beginning at the Southeast
corner of Section 4, Township 17
North, Range 17 East of the N. M.
P. M.; thence following section
lines North 2 miles; thence West 2
miles; thence S. 88 degrees 52
utes W. 5535 feet; thence WeBt 875
modern home; first class German
board If desired. 1112 Douglas ave
nue, phone Purple 5501 '
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD
SILVER
FRENCH- -
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brother):
Love at Woodmen of th? World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewan
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Montague, Local Deputy. Vlsitim
members are especially welcooe a"f
cordially invited. -
FOR RENT Rooms over York's fro
eery.
and is hereby referred to for a more
particular description of said lands
hereinbefore described..
And that unless you, the said
named defendants, enter your ap-
pearance in said action or suit on
or before the 1st day of December,
A. D. 1913, judgment by default or
decree pro confesso will be rendered
against you and each of you In said
action or Buit.
Said plaintiffs attorney is A. T.
Rogers, Jr., whose office and post-offic- e
address is Crockett Building,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
Witness my hand and seal this
10th day of October, A. D. 1913.
LORENZO DELGADO,
Clerk of said Disctrict Court.
(Seal of said Court.) -
GREY (STER-
LING) FINISHFOR RENT Six room house 1009
Sixth street H. G. Coors.
feet to the point of intersection of FOR RENT Cottage in desirable LMrKLoi)y can be ob- -
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN-
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
' urth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
Pioneer building. Visiting members
the North line of Sec. 36, T. 18 N., neignoornooa, newly painted, pa
"R. 16 E., with the fence line of the pered, electric lights. Low rate
Phone Purple 6301. are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
tained in this city from
ALL GROCERSPlacita Ranch Co.;
thence along
G, K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
FURNISHED ROOMS for light house
keeping. 921 Lincoln. RETAIL PRICES
hereinafter referred to and identi-
fied, to-wi-t: Tract of Teofilo
Garcia, 20 varas in width, and
5575 feet long, lying between
Tracts Nos. 12S and 13S, contain-
ing 7.2 acres; also tract of J. M.
Aragon, 100 varas wide and 3275
feet long, containing 20.7 acres,
lying between Tracts Nos. 5N and
6N; also tracts of J. A. Montoya
containing 62.7 acres, all In Se 4
except a small portion of one tract
extending Into Sec. 33; also tracts
belonging to the following persons,
all In Sec. 4: A. Sanchez, 5.4
acres; F, Baca, 0.4 acres; E. Sena,
1.4 acres; Miguel Sena, 0.5 acres;
Manuel Ortega 0.5 acres; and
Leandro Ortega 0.55 acres.
Also the following described tracts
of land not Included within the
boundaries of the lands hereinbefore
described, to-wl-t: TRACT NO." UN:
From the Northwest corner of the
general tract hereinbefore described
thence N. 75 deg. 09 min. W. 1295
feet to the Northwest corner of this
tract; thence S. 23 deg. 30 min. W.
1542 feet to the center of the Sa-
pello river; thence S. 75 deg. 09 min.
E. 470 feet along the center of said
,rn... 4V..n KT CI .1 OA vi 171
FOR RENT To lady or gentlemanCause of Insomnia
Thn most, common nause of insom
said fence line N. 75 deg. 09 min.
TV. 674 feet to the Northwest cor-
ner of this tract; thence S. 23 deg.
30 min. W. 2018 feet to the center
of the Sapello River; thence S. 70
deg. 45 min, E. 940 feet along the
center line of said river; thence N.
.23 deg. 30 min. E. 1924 feet to a
Toint on the fence line of the Pla-
cita Ranch Co.; thence along said
Willie How vain you are Ethel.
Looking at yourself in the glas,
Ethel Vain! Me vain! Why, I don't
think myself half bo good-lookin- g as I
eally am.
nia is disorders of the stomach and employed, comfortable,
furnished
room; no health seekerp. Phone
Purple 5301.constipation.
Chamberlain s Tablets
yirreft. thesa disorders and enable
you to sleep. For sale by all dealers.
AdV.
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very .......20c per 100 lbs.
1,000 Iba, to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery 25c per 100 Iba.
20obt to 1,000 Iba, Each Dalivery .........30c per 100 Ib
SO lbs., to. 200 Iba., Each Dai very 40c 'per 100 Iba.
Less than SO Iba., Each Delivery SOo per 109 la.
AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storera, and Dlatributora of Natural Ice, the Purity aatt
Iiasting Quail tlea of Which Have Made Las Vega Famoua.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
NOT THAT WAY fJlBceiissiscssssfence S. 69 deg. 02 min. E. 813 feet
to the Northwest corner of Tract
Ko. SN shown on the map herein MARRY rich Many wealthy mem
after referred to; thence S. 25 deg. W.
2730 feet to the center of the Sapel
AUTOMOBILE, CARRIAGE
AND
SIGN PAINTING
N. O. HER. MAN
429 GRAND AVE.
bers; tired living alone; seeking
early marriage; descriptions free.
Mission Unity (B-11- 3, San Francis-
co, Cal.
lo River; thence running up the
.center line of said river N. 13 deg.
35 min. W. 875 feet; thence S. 25 Jit ( I! i adeg. W. 3637 feet to the quarter 11VC1 , LUC11V.O AH, J UC5 UU 111,11. 111. Lost ANT Ads
Are Best
Market
LOST Collie pup, light yellow ' with
.corner on the North of Sec. 1, T. 1542 feet to the fence line of Placita
17 N., R. 16 E.; thence S.. 2670 Ranch Co.; thence N. 75 deg. 09 nr.n.
leet to the center quarter corner of jW. 470 feet to the northwest corner;
said Sec. 1; thence E. 1430 feet; TRACTS NOS. 12N AND 14S: From
thence N. 1980 feet; thence N. 6 deg. the northwest corner of Tract No,
33. 215 feet; thence N. 184 feet; thence ;1 IN just described, thence N. 75 de
K. 70 de?. "Vv". 320 feet to the East j 09 min. W. 2345 feet; thence N.
line of Tract No. 12S shown on'j 69 deg. 01 min. W. G97 feet to the
white breast, 2 months old, name
Colonel. Notify Lubin studio.
FURNITURE AND
HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
BOUGHT AND SOLO
ROMERO & RUDOLPH
1210 National Ave.
1 J I !,.
DENTISTSnorthwest corner of this tract; thence2mai; thence N. 25 deg. E. 2500 feet
rto the center of the Sapello River;
then ce down the center line of said
"'sriver S. 37 deg. 30 min. E. 835 feet
to the Northeast corner of the Plaza
I'mnhMilfl! thence S. 18 deg. 30
S. 22 deg. 15 min. W. 6150 feel
along a fence line to the intersection
of the fence line If extended with
the center line of Sec. 35 T. 18 N
R. 16 E.. thence along said line di:e
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Dentist
Dental work of any description ai
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 13'
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
T5he
MERCHANTS CAFE
Claaslfletf ad, seaxea out the peopi to noai amoni ai ;
thoae who MIGHT BTY th particular thinj :r worth tscor.
That property you want to alJ la WOJtTH MOST u aosa.v-wh- o
reads the ad. In sla newspaper -- nd woid aevr na
your property unJesa It wr advertld aara
Others- - who read and ana rer ana. la this awtavr win taun
are anxious to pay eaah tor) books, aatomohllea, caed Rs,efci7
and furniture, arttelM of vaulneai of aay sort, and maalea)
strumeEta.
A the elasalfled ads, are read by all aoesiala bajcs, ef all v
albla aorta of thlaca, taey aave eon to b Cndar of taa bsrt at- -
'keta. ,
Tbe Best Place to Eatiiia.
W. 765 feet along the eastern South 937 feet to the quarter corner
lino of said plaza; thence S. 55 deg. on the South of said section; thenes
9j mn. E. 275 feet 'along an ace-- East 287 feet-t- a point; thence N.
"mvi- - thence S. 23 deg. 36 min. W. 19 deg. 52 min. E. 1620 feet to a fence
Tom I wish I'd have the luck to
win you. i
Tess Tut, Tut! I'm no lottery
prle.
Prompt Action Wecessary.
The Doctor Mrs. ftrown has gent
for me to. go and see her boy, and I
must go at once.
His Wife What is the matter wltb
the boy?
The Doctor I don't know, but Mrs.
Brown has a book on What to Do Be-
fore the Doctor Comes, and I must
hurry up before she does it. Puck,
Breakfast, Dinner or Supper j
M in Las Vegas Professional Health Culture for
Ladies
MRS. OLLIE SHEARERN. 70 deg. W. 170l"2i feet to an east and west fence line; Thence i
.;
eet to a fence corner; thence alon?Hr,. bonce E. 709 feet; thence S. General Massage, Hair and Scalp
. . art. 1. 1 . - , n ...... Off w.1 n TT" I C. C. CLAYTON, Prop ji 517 IMHMiLAS AVE. tdf!T. 30 mm. Jbi. ibj. ieet; meiice a ienre nne in.
uv-,- . oj im.i.
24 des;. E. 5130 feet to the fence ."310 feet to thi fence line Of Placita
Treatment, Facial Massage, Mani-
cure, Chiropody,
Hotel Romaine
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
Next tn I'tMal Telor.iili Office tPlacita Ranch Co., which Ranch Co,; thence N. 69 deg. 0!of
;nt is the Northwest corner of min. W. 539 feet to the northwest
S
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UNCLE DAN'S LETTER n
O
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O
o
By JOHN HOPEWELL. ,
"So your Aunt Felicia is obdurateT"
&ked Jimmy Vanstone.
Ethel nodded. "She declares that as
my appointed guardian she will never
consent to my marriage with you. Aft-s-r
I am twenty-one- , why of course I
can do as I please."
"You won't be twenty-on- e for anoth-
er 8lx months."
"I know it but we can wait, Jim-
my," said Ethel hopefully.
"We can't wait much longer if I am
to accept a position with the Plow-
share people. They want me to sail
for Germany on the fifteenth of Octo-
ber."
"Jimmy! And today is the fifteenth
of September." Ethel caught her
breath sharply.
"Four weeks. If Miss Weeks would
only recognize our right to love each
other and to consent to your marrying
me before I sail we could spend our
honeymoon in Germany," grumbled
Jimmy.
Ethel was silent; her face was
turned away from the young man but
he could see that the pink lips quiv-
ered and the violet eyes were heavy
with tears.
"Dearest," he cried sharply, "don't
AI ( r '
t.
o
o
o
ful Hps! They wouid enjoy a honey-
moon in Europe, while she, the lonely
old spinBter, would stay at home
alone.
In that moment she hated Jimmy
Vanstone, and her pretty niece, ana
she mentally censured the cruel sel-
fishness of youthful love.
"You cannot marry anyoue without
my co? sent, Ethel; and I shall not
give it,' she said firmly.
"Good night, Aunt Felicia," was
Ethel's quiet reply as she passed the
older woman and went Into the
bouse.
She read Mr. Daniel Latmer's letter
to his nephew before she went to bed
and the tears that wet her lashes were
chased away by irrepressible smiles.
She tucked the letter under her pillow
and went to sleep with a smile on her
lips. Felicia, pausing in the door-
way with lighted candle as was her
custom, saw the smile and her heart-
strings tightened.
"She does not care Bhe does not
care for me!" she thought jealously
as she went away. '
Early the next morning Ethel wont
out to the near by town for a day's
shopping. Felicia was writing let-
ters in her own room when Celia, the
little housemaid, tapped at the door
"Corne in," said Miss Weeks.
"Please, Mips Felicia." said (Vila
extending a folded letter, "I found tnis
on the floor in Miss Ethel's room. It
flew from under the pillow when I was
making the bed."
"Put it on the table, Celia," said
Felicia and she resumed her writing.
When her letters were finished she
looked up and saw the sheets of let-
ter paper fluttering on the table. A
leaf rustled in the breeze from the
open window and her own name
caught her casual glance.
Temptation assailed this impeccably
honest lady. She glanced again and
again, and then overcome by indigna-
tion and curiosity, she silenced all
qualms on active conscience and read
the letter from beginning to end.
It was the epistle of Mr. Daniel Lat-
imer to his beloved nephew, James
Vanstone: -
"My dear boy," it read in part, "so
you think you are the happiest man in
the world because a pretty little girl
loves you? Well, I thought the same
way once upon a time, but I was
promptly disillusioned now, this Isn't
meant to be a wet blanket on the
rosy flame of your engagement to Miss
Ethel; it's merely the plaint of a dis-
gruntled old bachelor because you
have won the prize that I missed. Con-
gratulations, dear Jimmy, and may
you be deserving of the little girl who
is pretty indeed, my lad, but can't
compare with her aunt, Miss Felicia,
whom I knew once upon a time. Yes,
you've guessed it, Jimmy, she is the
one who administered the dose of dis.
illusion! Well, Felicia was a self-wille-
slip of a jsirl and I should
never have tajjr" word of dis
missal. Hor J when I am verylonelv y'ufraid of the solitary
A commanding voice broke in upon ohis words. "Ethel!" called Miss FeliciaWeeks In her deep tones.
I must go," said Ethel hurriedly. o"You were about to show me your
uncle's letter, Jimmy."
"Oh, yes! I haven't read it yet I
thought we could read it together. I
almost know what the old boy is going oto say, though. 'Bless you my children, and bring Ethel to see me I m
sure she's the prettiest girl iu the
with round top.
The upper and under brim and the
top crown are covered with velvet put
on phiin. A puff of velvet shirred on
a fine wire covers the side crown. The
brim is edged with a puff of velvet,
also, which forms a double ruffle and
makes a soft frame for the face.
At the back two ostrich plumes in
the natural colors are mounted back
to back. They are shaded from
white, with brown markings to
brown, with a little admixture of white
at the tips. A sash of wide moire
ribbon in black is laid about the
crown and tied in a bow at the front.
These two hats are among those
which may be attempted at home
with fair chances of success. There
are somethings which the home mil-
liner may do, and others that she is
more than likely to fail in If she un-
dertakes them. Nearly all hats this
season require the knowledge and fa-
cility of the professional milliner to
make them successfully. But shapes
ready to trim, and bought with a fac-
ing provided, or buckram shapes that
may be easily covered, like that on
which this velvet hat Is made, are not
too difficult for the good needle wom-
an who is ambitious enough to at-
tempt them. Her milliner, too, will ad-
vise her.
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.
hats, each iu the moderateTWO which this season demands of
stylish millinery, are contrasted here.
One of them belongs to the class
known as "tailored" millinery, while
the other belongs to a class desig-
nated as "trimmed hats." This dis-
tinction rmeans that one of them is
meant for the street and utility wear,
while the other may be worn on the
street, but answers the purpose of a
dress hat as well.
The hat of white velour faced and
bound with black velvet could hardly
be more simple than it is. The
narrowest of velvet bands encircles
the crown, finished with a little flat
bow In front, two broad, short wings,
soft and easily adjusted, are placed at
the back, and form the sole trim-
ming.
The shape is plain,' but not at all
stiff. The crown is rather soft. The
brim droops a little at each side, and
lifts at the front, reminding one of a
poke shape. It is the flexibility of the
brim and the suggestion of softness in
the crown which makes this shape so
elegant.
A hat of velvet with the brim nar-
row at the front and widening toward
the back until It become a wide brim,
Is among the largest and most becom-
ing of hats for youthful faces. The
shape has a moderately large crown,
o
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world.' That's Uncle Danny Larimer
the best uncle any chap ever had.
Take his letter, dearest, and then Bend
It on to me after you've read it. Good-by- ,
sweetheart. I won't say farewell
to Miss Felicia I know she detests
the very sight of me." He dropped an-
other kiss on her lips and on her wet
eyes and swinging through the gate
we-n- down the road, vanishing almost
immediately in the velvety black shad-
ows cast by the tall locust trees.
In the same instant Miss Felicia's
Qrni step crunched on the gravel walk.
"Ethel," she called once more and
then, discovering the girl leaning
against the gate post looking like a
Blender ghost in her pale gown, "Why
do you not answer me?" she asked in
a displeased tone. "Why are you here?"
"I have been saying goodnight to
Jimmy," said Ethel bravely.
"Jimmy! Ethel, you know that I will
oot tolerate that young man about the
place -- why do you meet him clandes-
tinely?" v
"Aunt Felicia, when have 1 met any
one clandestinely? Jimmy called upon
me this evening and you met himjn.
Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd
better put in an order right away
with
THE OPTICS'
JOB DEPARTMENT
We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office
supplies.
SOCIAL AND
BUSINESS CARDS
Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure to interest you.
All work must be perfect before
allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way.
Church Decoration for October Wedding
!hri7!W s t i'3t mo, I am tempted to go
y wiee'to Felicia Weeks and ask herWIST
ir It is too aat.e-.t- o oa nappy i uiu
i W'X T . ...A
,
turn jJ- forgive me, Jimmy, I've turned thisletter of congratulation into an elogy
upon my own happiness but it's too
late to amend it, now. I hope Felicia o1
will give her consent to your marryingi r". v'fi
.1 Ethel before the 15th if she won't,
I shall certainly run down to Rode- -
the veranda. 1 have told you
to him and I have a per
perr'e:t right to accompany him to the
ga gale - and say say .goodnight!"
Ethel's voice was a mixture of fear
and defiance.
There was something g
about -- Miss Felicia Weeks. She was
tall and finely proportioned and waB in
her severe way a very handsome wom-
an. Ethel had heard that her Aunt Fe-
licia had been a great beauty and a
belle in her day twenty-fiv- e years
ago. But the once jetty hair had
turned to silver and the glorious dark
eyes had grown stern and the ripe lips
were compressed in a hard line. The
Weeks women usually kept their fig
mead and plead your cause. Kiss my
future niece-in-la- for me...;r-- :
.1 f..i .
"Afflectionately, Uncle Dan."
For a long time Felicia sat In si
lence. Although she stared out at the
garden she could see nothing for the
mist of tears in her fine eyes.
Presently she drew a sheet of pa
o
o
o
C)
o
o
o
per toward her and wrote a few lines
to Mr. Daniel Latimer. This she en
closed with his letter in an envelope
and carefully addressed it to his club
ures and their complexions in open de-
fiance to old Father Time, and Miss
Felicia was no exception to the famAsters and chrysanthemums suggest in town. Then she affixed a specialily rule. So now, as she came down delivery stamp and sent Celia out tothe walk, tall and stately in her filmy mail it at once.
themselves for the October wedding.
There Is a wide choice of color in
either The chrysanthemum
Is a regal flower. Big, white ones
used with a setting of autumn leaves,
Although the letter was gone theblack gown, the moonlight full onhei1air face, Ethel marveled that one who
words she had written seemed written
in rosy red across her brain.was so beautiful and who must
have
been greatly loved by men, could be sopalms and ferns will'make a
decora
This is what she had written: "Itive scheme to be proud of. hard-hearte- "
An altar is pictured here in which have given my consent to Ethel's mar-
riage on the 15th but if you wishJimmy Vanstone
was everything to
you may come down soon, Dan andbe desired
in the way of a nephew-ln-la-
save that he wanted to marry
Miss Felicia's niece. Felicia Weeks
wanted her niece to ' brighten her
plead not their cause but your own! One
green, white .ana pink maae up the
color picture, set against the light
gray of the church walls. It is a
charming decoration. There was am-
ple room here for placing the grow-
ing plants and the cut flowers. Added
to these, cut glass candelabra, with
who chooses to be wed inSHH has the best chance of a
bright and wonderful day and la sure
of an Indian summer honeymoon of
glorious weather. June brought its
troop of lovely brides this year, but
those of October will outnumber them
according to the gossip of those who
report the doings of the social world.
Before this the bride and her maids
and all her feminine "kinery" are
ready with their gala day attire. But
it has become a pretty custom to
leave the decoration of the church to
the young friends or old of the
bride, and October offers a splendid
chance for the effective decoration of
church or home with the familiar and
dear things that ' grow about every-
where.
Whether gathered from the woods
and fields, or loaned by the bride's
friends the necessary greenery is
not hard to obtain.
Modern churches, with thtsir ample
Felicia!"
(Copyright, 1913, by the McClure News
paper Syndicate.)
FAILED TO RECOGNIZE. SONwax candles, gave the sparkle and
glow of candle light. This light' was,
of course, not needea but it was a
beautiful touch among the greens and
lonely household. She had adopted
Ethel when the girl had been orphan-
ed in her childhood and she had pic-
tured a future where they would live
happily together, tasting the best that
the world could give them of travel
and pleasure. She had not counted on
Ethel's falling in love at twenty, and
she felt a fierce resentment that all
her plans for the future were to be
upset by mere romance.
Miss Felicia believed that she had
Us-- v
o
o
o
o
flowers. ;
About the altar small potted plants
were placed, ferns and green foliage,
set at rather wide intervals at each
side. At each side a large jardiniere
containing a foliage plant with green left romance far behind and she also
believed more or less happily that sheleaves striped with white (like "rib-bon grass") displayed the stately dis-
rostrums, are easily decorated. The
first requisite to a successful result,
Is to know when to stop to be careful
not to crowd in more than the spaces
was none the worse for the experi-
ence. ' 'position of its leaves. Small tables
Mother Could Not Imagine How Boy
Had Shot Up Seven Inches In
Five Month.
There are all kinds of champions
arid would-b- e champions, but when the
codfish schooner Ottilie Fjord arrived
at San Francisco from Behring sea a
new brand was registered the world's
champion grower.
A grower might mean a grower of
a great many kkids of things, but in
the case of Henry Sullivan, an eight
d San Francisco boy, who
made the trip north on the windjam-
mer, he grew tall, very tall.
When young Sullivan left San Fran-
cisco on the codfisher five months ago
he.waa a stripling lad five feet five
inches tall. When he returned recent-
ly his mother, who was at the dock,
did not recognize him, as during the
provided the necessary height onjustify. Then we are to remember "So you persist in saying that youwhich to place the plants and flowers PHONE .MAM 2that green and the darker tones ofautumn foliage should predominate A small stand at 'each side held the are engaged to Jimmy Vanstone?'asked Miss Felicia in a cutting tone.
"Yes, auntie."
"You fly in the face of my wishes?'
candleabra. ',with the more vivid colors sparingly
used. In this church, the altar has two
levels and upon the second the choir
o
o
o
The windows and the altar are posi-
tions of greatest advantage for the
"Not that, Aunt Felicia! But, 1
can't help loving him, can I?" deis placed. The organ stands at theback. A choir of women, dressed uniplacing of church decorations. 'Guard manded the girl with a fierce little
formly, and in white, is an added atI tie against g does not gesture,
"Is love everything in the world?"traction and the singing of the wed-
ding march more effective than an (organ rendering alone. demanded Felicia scornfully. "Mustmy life be spoiled because you fancy
yourself in love with that young man?For a home wedding the windows,
Why, if you did not marry for tenmantels and doorways provide the
points Of greatest advantage for! plac years It would be time enough. Think
ing flowers and foliage. Greater lati
five mouths at sea he had grown seven
inches.
Unlike many boys who have maae
the trip north, Sullivan did not return
with a tale of woe about hardships and
rigors of the trip.
Until the desire to co to sea 03 a
codfishing boat seized him Bulllvas
was a Western Union niORsensor boy.
Ethel, of the years of delightful travel
we may enjoy! Give up this foolish THE CNLY UNION --sfSI.pD OFFICE IN TOWNVidea of being engaged to Jimmy Vantude in using color
is possible be-
cause there are separate rooms each
of which may be decorated in its owe
color scheme. But nothing should be
introduced that will prove other that
mean being sskimpy in placing foliage
and flowers in their places, but in so
placing the decorations that the at-
tention will not be taken away from
' (hem by unnecessary decorations else-
where. Except for greenery the isles
down which the bridal party moves
to the altar or departs therefrom
should be left untrimmed.
Boughs and vines from the forest
will take care of the windows and
ferns are pretty placed among them.
With foliage for a . background the
(lowers for the nltar should be chosen
in only one color or a color with
' white. White alone in blossoms is
very bsautiful especially if autumn
1, ;..! chuneii to be used with
tl-.l-
stone and "
"He wants me to marry him before
the 15th of October and go to Ger
an attractive background for the wed many with him. It could be our hon
ding party. Therefore the apparel ol eymoon," said Ethel quietly.
A fierce jealousy took possession oi
Thoughtless Spouse.
Mrs. Newlywed I wonder why we
are growing tired of each other?
Newlywed I haven t an idea.
Mrs. N. Yes; maybe that ut tbv
reason. Boston Trunsuripu
the bride and her attendants must b
considered and decorations n.ade witb o.Felicia Weeks. So Jimmy Vanstone
reference to them. Autumn foliage could shatter all her plans for the fu
tura with love words from his guileprovides many colors.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
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Taichert Has H WE HAVE ON HANDYour Overcoat overcoat:
Talchert has your overcoat Adv.
resh Sealshiptill The kindto- -Masquerade ball at F. B. hall
night Adv. you are
a collection of very"neat, art-
istic Furniture for every room
in the house. It is all strong-
ly and durably built, and the
finish to each article is per-
fect, We invite inspection
and should be glad to show
looking forTry a dram or Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv. 1
Light automobile lamps at 5:50
ysters
New Jersey Sweet Potatoes, Head
Lettuce, Cellery, Cranberries, Le-
mons, Fears, Apples Bananas,
Grape Fruit, Strawberries, Tokay ..
o clock this evening.
$9.50
$12.50
$15.00 or
$25.00
Guaranteed
all Wool
you through our large and
varied stock. Every piece is
warranted, and our pieces will
satisfy the most economical.
Carpets, Matting and Rugs
a specialty with us.
There will be services at the Bap
tist church tomorrow both morning
and evening. ;
i
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Hiil' a -m
The Las Vegas grant board will
meet Monday morning at 10 o'clock
Covertible
Collars
Come In
and See
Grapes, Casabas
. AT
for its regular monthly business ses.
eion.
J. C. JOHNSEN SON
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
E. LAS VEGAS. - NEW MEX.
ThemThe board of county commissioners
will hold its regular monthly businessJ. H. Stearns meeting Monday morning at the court 'S I immmm Inouse.
Correct
Garment)) furihe Ladies' guild of St. Paul's J jfmmMenchurch will meet on Tuesday at 2:30 Jefferson Reynolds, President.E. D. Raynolds, Vice President. s. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallet Raynolds, Ca-hi- H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
o clock with Mrs. E. V. Long, Seventh
and Columbia.33ESSZS23
xnis morning at 10:30 o'clock aThe Woman's auxiliary of St. Paul's fire alarm was turned In from thechurch will meet at 3 o'clock on Fri I Your I
OVERCOAT I
residence of Adeliado Tofoya on theday with Mrs. Cx, H. Kinkel, 907 Sev West side. The fire proved to beenth street.
only a small .blaze and was easily
extinguished. Te E. Romero HoseThe Sunday, school teachers and and Fire company responded to the mUST Be Good
WHATEVER YOU
ill! WEAR UNDER IT I
Bible class of St. Paul's church will
alarm.meet at the rectory 7:30 o'clock on
Thursday evening. Bacharach Brothers making ar
' V
,
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 1
OF LAS VEGAS. N. y,
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.
f- ,
In every department of Ba.nking we
are prepared to give the best of service
Easily Foiled
The sound of a step on the porch It
may be that of a friend or that of a
burglar. You don't know which, thus
adding the element of doubt to the
natural fear of investigating in the
dark.
In a wired house a mere touch on a
switch floods the house both inside
and outside with brilliant light.
The effect is safe and sure whether
the caller be friend or foe.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. axed rangements
for the shipping of about
6,000 head' of sheep to Colorado Monin wood. Direct from th dlatniorr
day. A number of other firms who
- $to you. At the lbby. of course.
AdY. You spend almost I
handle sheep are planning to ship
soon. The sheep will be fed in Col-
orado and later sent to the eastern
markets.'Life of Christ" will be the subjectr k of discourse tomorrow morning at theChristian Tabernacle. Thetheme for1 "s. the evening will be "Sin." Special
music at both sprvices. Interest Paid on Time Deposits
The reading of the Diptychs or Cal-
endar of the Dead for the past year,
will be observed at St. Paul's church
tomorrow morning' at the 11 o'clock
service. Those who have relatives or
friends they wish1 to be remembered
The seats for the boxing contest
the entire winter in it
and it is the most no-
ticeable garment you
wear. It. therefore,
must be right in cut
and material.
We aire showing a
larger alsortrrent of
materials and styles
Let ui wire your home for
Edison Mazda Lamps, which
afford . every advantage and
convenience obtainable from
electric light, at the lowest cost.
on Tuesday night have been selling
rapidly, but there are a few more
good ringside seats left. Call Main
212 or The Annex Bar. Adv.
will please give their names td the
pastor at the first opportunity.
I SI b
1,050 FULLY EOUIFPFO AT VOUR POORLas Vegas Light &
Power Co.
Taichert has your overcoat Adv.
All members of the ttaard of direct
Special intention at the celebra-
tion of the Holy Eucharist at St.
Paul's church tomorrow at 11 o'clock
will be "The Communion of Saints." in overcoats than ever
before. Overcoats for1 A.
ors of the Commercial club are re-
quested to be present at the meeting
Monday evening, which will be the
Every commuHcnnt is urged to make
his or her coc tomorrow with-- '
out fail. Serv lJ$k W arid 11 f Vr, Si'')!the large, the small, f
1
Iffl O the stout and tall
first gathering of the new directors.
President Southard requests the pres-
ence of every member of this board,
as Important business is to be trans-
acted.
The ticket sale for the riryon l"rC
badours, who will appear In Las mm,Vegas Wednesday evening at the Elks'
club under the auspices of that lodge,
has been lodge, and indications are
Large, Roomy Overcoats j
at Prices From
$10 to $25 1
Lopez & Sena this morning moved
into their new place of business that OVERLAND MODS, 59 Tthat a large crowd will attend thiswas recently completed on National
excellent entertainment. This comavenue. Lopez & Sena were burned pany ia growing in popularity each
year, according to press dispatches
out of their old establishment on
Jufly 4 of this year and the building
which they moved into today is a
new structure, buit on the site of the
from the larger cities
Telephone or call and we will have our demon-itrato- r
show you
Las Vegas Aotertile &Uioe Co
CREENBERCER
old building.AVAJO DLANKETS ilSS BLOOM HAS
Phone Main 344. Wm, Whalen, Prop,Secretary Le
Noir of the Y. M. C. A.
this morning announced that the next given. The contest win liven begin
ning next week and much interest Issocial stunt at the association wouldbe the "Man Away from Home" din-
ner that will be given on Thanksgiv
THE LEADING
PLACE
being taken. The prizes that Mr.
Jacoby is offering for the winners of
this contest are: First prize, golding evening. This will be the seconddinner of this kind that has been THE OLD RELIABLEwatch; second prize, one yearly sub-scription Optic; third prize,given, and, according to the secre-tary, will be a bigaffair. Following
the dinner a social good time will
take place at the building.
SHE IS WORKING HARD TO SE
one half year's subscription to The
Optic. 4 WAGONBAMCURE WATCH OFFERED BY"DADDY" JACOBY
Direct from the Indian Reservations-Lar-ge As-
sortment fine colorings -- - unique patterns --all
prices.
These blankets are Genuine Souveniers of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.
Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays. j j
CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers
Taichert has your overcoat. Adv.
iUif"Daddy" Jacoby this morning an-
nounced that between tonight andIt .was announced last night that BOUCHER'SMonday evening he would send in"The Rattlesnake" would be shown
about 25,000 votes to the New York)in Laa Vegas three nights next week,
Morning Telegraph to be credited tobut Managers Duncan and Browne
stated this morning that this special iRomaine Fielding In the popularity
contest. Mr. Jacoby has been collect-
ing votes at a good pace during the
7
Ipast week, and expects even, a more
feature, which is the first picture that
was taken in Las Vegas by the Lubln
New Mexico company, would only be
shown two nights, Monday and Tues-
day, at both the Browne and the Pho-
toplay theaters.
successful result during the next 1
DELICIOUS
EATABLES
FI7I I mnil .mni-n- n
week. - -( ...,
The contest which was started by
Mr. Jacoby last week is now progress
ing at a good pace. Miss Ivan BloomAndy Hooback, a gentleman of the
road, was arrested Jast night by Santa Genuine CamembertAT THE HOME OF- - is leading the contest with 170 votes.
Edwin Rosenthal is following closelyFe Officer Kmman on the charge of
trespassing. This morning lie wasM BEST OF EVERYTHING EATABLE with ; 160 , votes, while, Fred Lewis
carries third place with 116 votes, You ought to eat ourMiss Audrey Burns has 104 votes to
her credit. A number of others have
sentenced to serve 60 days on the oity
streets. This is Klnman's first ca&o
in Las Vegas. He was commissioned
yesterday to relieve Officer Raels-bac-
who has been appointed to suc-
ceed Tim O'Leary at La Junta. Mr.
"Virginia" Baconentered the contest but no deflinte
record of their votes has yet been for breakfast Gross, Kelly & Co.
' Sole Agents w l
CLeary has been appointed chief
special officer for the Santa Fe Rail-
way company. Fancy Cauliflower, LettuceGOOD THINGS TO EAT
tJa&i Received:
A full line of Fresh Cereals, Petti john's
Breakfast Food, Grains of Gold, Fari-
nose, Pearl Hominy, Hominy Grits,
Cream of Wheat, Imperial Oat Meal,Quaker Oats, Kellogg' Wheat Bis-
cuit, Kellogg's Corn Flakes, Shredded
Wheat, Post Toasties, Quaker Puffed
Rice, Quaker Puffed Wheat. Quaker
Corn Puffs and Aunt Jamima's Pan-
cake Flour.
Cellery and Sweet PotatoesAT
DON'T I THE B1SMARK Mora Vegetables
Apples Galore, Cranberries
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Ernest Franks late of THE ENGLISH
KITCHEN at Raton, is now the rook
in eharge of our kitchen and he
knows his business
POPULAR PISCES
Take up your RUGS
and CARPETS
Have thetn cleaned on the
Floor with the
VACUUM CLEANER
For Particulars Telephone Main 35
GRAAF 1AYVARD CO.
